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CHAPTER I 
SUMMARY 0~ RESEARCH IN RELATED SUBJECTS 
MEASUREMENT AND ANALYSIS OF IMAGERY 
by Rona Solberg 
1j Existence of Imagery 
' 
"Fifty years ago psychologists were actively studying mental imagery. 
A quarter of a century ago there was a tendency for psychologists to explore! 
mental imagery as a possible basis for explaining reading deficiencies." 1 
This was written by Gates. 1 He also states "That individual differences in 
the use of different types of imagery, such as visual, auditory, and kin-
aesthetic do exist has long been known."2 Gates doubts the validity of 
imagery testing and doubts the effect of imagery on reading achievement. 
However the very fact that it is admitted that mental imagery does exist 
seems to suggest that it can be measured. 
Each of us can test our own visual imagery. Betts3 describes such an 
I experiment. "You look at a watch which I hold before your eyes and secure 
a percept of it - a percept of the watch flashes in your mind. Now I put 
the watch in my pocket so that the stimulus of it is no longer present to 
your eye. Then I ask you to think of my watch just as it appeared when you 
were looking at it; and lo! an image of the watch flashes in your mind. An 
image is thus an approximate copy of the former percept (or several per-
cepts)." 
Assuming that each individual has such a reaction we can say that the 
mind's eye can see, hear, and feel percepts. Not everyone is able to "see 
1. Arthur Gates, The Improvement of Reading, New York, 
Macmillan Company, 1947, p. 105. 
2. Ibid., p. 104. 
3. George H. Betts, The Mind and Its Education, New York, 
D. Appleton & Company, 1923, p. 119. 
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the watch." Clark1 states, "To those who have no mental imagery to speak 
of, all these reports seem like sheer nonsense. To those who have it 
clearly, mental imagery seems to be the basic mental content, the stuff of 
which ideas are made." 
While certain words are likely to produce vivid images for some people, 
it must be taken into consideration that, As Judd2 says, "One can use a 
word without having any clearly defined picture in mind. Often it is quite 
impossible to account for all the meaning which these words convey through 
reference to the recall of any single picture. An adequate psychological 
explanation of the way in which abstract words, such as 'honesty and 
virtue' are made vehicles of meaning must include something other than 
references to imagery." 
As Clark3 says, "Memory images accompany thinking, however thought 
may be imageless when thinking of abstractions such as honesty, cooperation, 
charm, or mechanics." Imageless thought not only occurs when thinking of 
abstractions but also - as Betts4 says, "Imagery constitutes a major part 
of the thought stream, but also the thought stream may and does go on 
efficiently at times without any imagery whatever in it." 
Importance of Imagery 
It is felt by some that imagery plays an important part in the reading 
Betts5 advances the case for imagery when he says, "The reading program. 
1. William C. Clark, Introduction to Psychology, Boston, 
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1937 1 p. 298. 
2. Charles H. Judd, Psychology of High School Subjects, Boston, 
Ginn & Company, 1915, p. 189. 
3. Op. Cit. 1 p. 300. 
4. Op. Cit., 124. 
5~bid._, -· 
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lesson should be taken in through both the eye and the ear, then expressed 
by means of voice and gesture in as full and complete a way as possible 
that it may be associated with motor images." Reactions to the reading 
lesson are very important. l Monroe states, "A person who can create new, 
vivid images as he reads will find reading almost as thrilling and exciting 
as if he were having a real experience. Comprehension of the test, there-
fore, increases as the habit of accompanying verbal symbols with vivid 
imagery grows." From this standpoint alone it is wise to explore the area 
of imagery, as children will do better in the subject if they enjoy it and 
the teacher does all in her power to bring this enjoyment about. 
Not only do some educators feel that imagery is important for this 
phase of reading but it is also impprtant in regard to learning new words. 
In speaking of the child's inability to remember words Harris2 feels it is 
often "failure to develop a mental image of the word rather than poor 
memory. The child is often unable to 'see' the word- lacking visual 
image. Difficulty in forming mental images may be present not only for 
word forms but also for places and things." Monroe3 agrees with this 
theory and says, "The meaning of a word is developed through the associa-
tion of the sound-pattern of the word with an experience, usually one that 
has a number of sensory qualities. Thus the word is associated with sight, 
sound, touch, smell, taste, and emotional feeling." The imagery theory of 
4 
words is stated by Judd. "When a word is sounded, the speaker and the 
l. Marion Monroe, Growing Into Reading, New York, 
Scott Foresman and Company, l95l, p. l79. 
2. Albert J. Harris, How to Increase Reading Ability, New York, 
Longmans, Green and Company, l956, p. 383 
3· Op. Cit. p. l79 
4. Op. Cit. p. l89 
3 
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auditor call up in memory the picture of the object with which the sound 
was earlier connected. However you can use a word without having any 
clearly defined picture in your mind." 
It is not only in the field of reading but in other fields as well 
l 
that imagery is important. Judd also says, the study of geometry, namely, 
the acquisition of direct acquaintance with the figures to be analyzed, 
call for mental effort on the part of the pupil and intelligent guidance on 
the part of the teacher. This is necessary in order to form correct and 
adequate mental images in a positive process." 
Types of Imagery 
The writers quoted here talk mainly of visual imagery and touch upon 
the other types. Let us consider that mental imagery can be described as 
the ability to nsee" the stimulus object after it is out of vision. 
Auditory imagery is the ability to "hear" the stimulus object after the 
sound is gone. Olfactory imagery is the ability to "smell" the stimulus 
object after the odor has disappeared. Tactile imagery is the ability to 
"feeln the object although no longer touching it. Gustatory imagery is 
the ability to taste the stimulus object when it is no longer present. 
Kinaesthetic imagery is the ability to project oneself into the situation 
2 
and feel like a participant. Trow states, "In retrospect pictures, music, 
or spoken lines can be vividly reinstated, affording enjoyment many years 
after the original experiences.n 
Measurement of Imagery 
Since imagery does it, it is probable that it can be measured. In 
1. Ibid. p. ll3 
2. William Clark Trow, Educational Psychology, Boston, 
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1950, p. 639 
4 
thesis done at Boston University attempts have been made to measure imagery 
and its characteristics. The most important factor is the devising of the 
imagery checklist or some other suitable means of measuring the imagery 
that a person possesses. Questions studies have sought to answer are: 
Which type of imagery is reported most frequently? 
Are pictures seen more frequently in black and white or in colors? 
Do the imagery responses remain permanent or do they change after 
questioning and rereading? 
With what degree of clarity are pictures seen? 
The following analysis of these hopes to answer these questions. 
Singleton worked with fifty eighth grade children and eighty-four 
adults. By preliminary tryouts with similar subjects he selected twenty 
sentences which were to be the basis of his check list. The sentences were 
designed so that all the factors of imagery would be evoked. The subjects 
read the sentences and answered open end and multiple choice questions. 
Individual interviews followed. From the answers given by this group he 
made up a check list of possible ways the images could be described. 
The check list had a total of 754 responses which could be checked 
by the subjects. At the end of each list was an open end question which 
enabled the subject to write down any images he had which did not appear 
on the list. He also provided space for the subject to indicate any 
other of the five types of imagery experienced. Space was provided to 
check the clarity, colors, and permanency of the images. To score the 
test Singleton1 considered "a check mark in any of these spaces as one 
1. Carlton M. Singleton, "Imagery: Measurement and Analysis", 
Doctoral Dissertation, Boston University, 1954, p. 97. 
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point." 
Wavle1 worked with fifty adults and five children. "The age range 
ivas from eleven years to about seventy-five years. The subjects read 
silently three paragraphs designed to evoke the five types of mental 
imagery. The technique used to investigate mental imagery was the oral 
interview. A definite effort was made to proceed from the general to the 
particular, thus allowing the subject an opportunity for the free descrip-
tion of any imager y he might have before asking specific questions." The 
examinar followed a que~onnaire and wrote down all relevant comments. 
Specific questions were asked in regard to color, clarity, vividness, 
and permanence. The data were tabulated using a percentage of the fifty-
five who responded in a positive manner. 
Barrett2 worked with thirty-two intermediate grade children. The 
examinar constructed three test paragraphs. "One was to be used with the 
group as a whole and was an orientation paragraph. Paragraphs which 
described indoor and outdoor scenes were used for testing." The scores 
on the orientation test were not used in tabulating the data. 
The technique used to collect data was the informal, oral interview. 
Each subject read the paragraph silently, told of images he saw, and 
then gave replies to basic questions. Barrett3 "followed the lead of the 
subject in each case where images not covered on the question sheet were 
related." 
1. Ardra Wavle, "A Study of Mental Imagery in Silent Reading", 
(Unp. Master's Thesis, Boston University, 1939) p. 29. 
2. Frances Barrett, "A Study of Mental Imagery through Detailed 
Questioning" (Unp. Master's Thesis, Boston University 1951}, p. 8. 
3. Ibid.' p. 24 
6 
In scoring the responses Barrett gave credit when the subject de-
scribed or elaborated on his image. "In effect each main image was broken 
down into its component parts and a score of one given for each part or 
individual response relating to the whole image." The percentage of 
children responding to each type and factor of imagery is based on the II 
total population of thirty-two. 
Cassidy2 worked with one hundred and fourteen second grade children 
whose ages ranged from seven to ten years. In this experiment Cassidy 
was checking the effect of illustrations upon imagery, thus three of the 
stories had accompanying pictures and three did not. Three stories were 
read to the pupils and three were read silently by the pupils. 
A group discussion and a written multiple choice, open end test 
followed the stories which were read to the pupils. For the stories read 
silently each child wrote in answers to a multiple choice, open end test. 
Hardy3 worked with first grade children who ranged in age from six 
to seven years. The examinar read ten stimulus sentences to the child. 
"Because these children were not able to read these tests, both forms had 
to be given orally and individually by the tester. The test sections cover 
a number of aspects of imagery, its scope, its visual extent, its clarity, 
its qualities of imagery other than visual, and its constancy." Zero to 
two points were given to each response depending on how much the subject 
described. 
Imagery is not a phenomenon that cart be measured by a simple objective 
1. Ibid. p. 26 ~~ 
2. Marjorie Cassidy, "The Effect of Illustrations in Stories on Imagery and 
Recall of Children in Grade Tvm", (Unp. Master's Thesis, Boston University, II 
1947), p. 32. 
I 
3. Helen Hardy, "Analysis of Mental Imagery in Grade One", (Unp. Master's 'I 
Thesis, Boston University, 1953), p. 6. ' 
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test. Since all people can not be expected to see the same type of picture 
and since people vary as to their amount of imagery there must be space 
provided for the subject to give a free response answer. When using the 
oral interview most of the examinars followed a set of questions designed 
to find out what the examinee's pictures were like. When it is desirable 
to make a check list it is first necessary to use a free response method 
on a group and from their answers base your list. However, it is imper-
ative to leave room for the subject to express ideas which do not appear on I 
the list. 
In studies done at Boston University Singleton, Barrett, Wavle, and 
Hardy report that visual imagery was present in almost all persons ex-
amined. They also found that other types of imagery were reported. 
Singleton1 found that of the eighty-four people tested "there was 
only one individual who saw only pne picture. The next lowest saw five 
pictures." Thus visual imagery will be assumed at the lOoj, level. 
The percentage of the total group ,of eighty-four who experienced the 
different types of imagery are as follows: 
Visual lOoj, 
Olfactory 69% 
Kinaesthetic 67.8% 
Gustatory 59.5% 
Auditory 55.5% 
Tactile 52.1% 
~ Wavle worked the fifty-five adults. The percentage who experienced 
1. Op. Cit., p. 67 
2. Op. Cit., p. 46 
8 
the different types of imagery are as follows: 
Visual 98.1% 
Kinaesthetic 54.7% 
Auditory 50.8'{o 
Olfactory 43.4% 
Gustatory ll.3% 
l Clark says "If the different types of imagery were placed on a scale 
the first would be visualj second, hearing; third, touch; fourth, smell; 
and fifth, taste." 
Barrett2 reported, "In the sense areas as has been shown visual 
imagery far exceeds all other types. Auditory imagery ranks second and 
in their respective order come tactile, gustatory, olfactory, and kin-
aesthetic imagery." Cassidy3 states, "Visual imagery was far superior to 
auditory imagery with the particular groups used in his study." 
Hardy, 4 when speaking of imagery other than visual says, "There were, 
of course, many responses that were related and were clearly significant 
as to the sentence feeling. But the over-all summation of these results 
seems to show that responses are too highly effected by irrelevant, outside 
elements - something in the children's experiences that seem of a deeper 
emotional weight than the sentence." 
In each of these experiments the subjects read or were read sentences 
l. Op. Cit., p. 304 
2. Op. Cit., p. 37 
3. Margorie J. Cassidy. "The Effect of Illustrations in Stories on 
Imagery and Recall of Children in Grade Two." (Unp. Master's Thesis, 
Boston University, 194 7), p. 7l 
4. Op. Cit., p. 40 
9 
and their responses were tabulated. There is no definite agreement on the 
order of frequency of all the sensory images except that visual imagery 
is the most dominant type and occurs with mostly all subjects tested. 
Another characteristic of imagery is the colors seen. Singleton1 
says "The subjects were asked whether or not he habitually saw images in 
color or in black and white. A few answered one or the other, but most 
were sure the answer depended upon the color of the image." 
Singleton2 found "Sentences which specifically mentioned color drew 
more color responses than did other sentences." Wavle3 found, "67.9% 
reported colorless or no image." Barrett4 found, "None of the children 
felt their pictures were colored as a whole but picked up color in des-
cription of animate and inanimate things. In the final analysis of the 
color image it must be granted that in every subject the color imagery 
does appear as an attribute or characteristic of the visual image par-
ticularly in some cases of the other sense images." 
Again, there is no definite agreement on which type of image is most 
prominent, color or black and white. However, we can conclude that both 
do exist in varying degrees. 
The third important characteristic of imagery is its permanence. 
Singleton5 reports "96.02fl/; of the original pictures seen could still be 
seen after answering questions. 85.01% remained constant under detailed 
1. Op. Cit., p. 116 
2. Ibid., p. 116 
3. Op. Cit., p. 49 
4. Op. Cit., p. 35 
5- Op. Cit., p. 98 
10 
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questioning.11 Wavlel found that after discussion 1162.7"/o of the images 
were permanent, 31.4% slightly changed, and 5.9"/o very different. 11 
2 Hardy, who ~orked with first grade children, felt that the tests to 
determine if children's mental pictures remained the same before and after 
questioning were unreliable because of irrelevant material and changes 
which showed that the children had forgotten the original sentence. The 
conclusion is that with adults and intermediate grade children the amount 
of imagery which remains permanent exceeds the amount that changes after 
questioning. 
The last important characteristic of imagery is its clarity. 
Singleton3 reports, 11The total images seen were 740. 475 were reported as 
being clear; 207 as clear in parts and blurred in other; and 58 as blurred." 
Wavle4 reports 11 24.5% had very clear imagery; 47.2"/o fairly clear; and 
28.3% dim or no image. 11 Barrett5 states. 11The answer to the question 
concerning imagery before and after reading :proved confusing to the child-
ren and their responses were not consistent with the imagery already 
given. 11 However, in reading her results it appears that more children 
reported clear images than reported blurred images. Thus - those children 
who reported imagery tend to report it as clear most often, clear in parts 
secondly, and blurred the least often. 
While it is generally agreed that imagery does exist it appears that 
l. Op. Cit., p. 57 
2. Op. Cit., :p. 82 
3· Op. Cit., p. 115 
4. Op. Cit., p. 52 
5. Op. Cit., :p. 48 
11 
the power to image decreases with age. Betts1 upholds this theory and 
says, "In general it may be said that the power of imager y, or at least 
the use, decreases with age." Tro~ supports this statement saying, 
"Studies show that as a rule about half the children before teen age have 
this eidectic imagery. They tell ingenious and fanciful stories but in 
most cases the imagery fades with the years." 
Betts3 agrees with the theory that one dominant imagery type does not 
hamper or hinder the use of other types. "studies have shown that a 
person who has good images of one type is likely to excel in all types." 
l. Op. Cit., p. 120 
2. Op. Cit., p. 639 
3. Op. Cit., p. 124 
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RELATIONSHIP OF IMAGERY TO OTHER FACTORS 
by Mary Jane Wade 
It seems clear from the investigations which have been madeiato 
the nature and frequency of the image-making faculty that it varies great-
ly among individuals. An attempt has been made in several studies of 
imagery to determine the relationships, if any, which exist between the 
power of imagery and various other individual differences. The areas which 
have been studied are: Imagery and comprehension; imagery and reading 
ability; imagery and intelligence; imagery and recall, imagery and sex; 
imagery and chronological age; and imagery and interest in reading. 
Imagery and Comprehension 
Do those who "see pictures" while they read understand the 
material better, or do the pictures rather interfere with comprehension? 
If a positive relationship exists between high mental imagery and compre-
hension, it would seem important to develop, or at least to maintain the 
image-making faculty as it exists in the individual. 
Two studies are devoted specifically to determining the relation-
ship of imagery to comprehension. Shoulberg,~ in a study of 40 boys and 
girls whose ages r anged from 8-0 to 10-2, found no significant correlation 
between imagery and comprehension of silent reading. Wagner's study,:; 
l. 
2. 
Joan M. Sboulber~, "A Study of the R.elationship of Visual Imagery to 
Comprehension," tUnp. Master's Thesis, Boston University, 1952) p. 31. 
Mary E. Wagner, "Analysis of Mental Imagery of Third Grade Children 
(In Contrast to Their Comprehension of the Same)," (Unp. Master's Thesis, 
Boston University, 1952) p. 40. 
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involving 40 third graders, likewise reported no correlation between imagery 
and comprehension. She also found higher imagery than comprehension among 
the boys and higher comprehension than imagery among the girls, though the 
differences were not statistically significant.~ 
Davis,:; using the Singleton Checklist:Jto study the power of 
imagery of 89 fif th graders reported no apparent relationship between 
imagery and reading comprehension. Miller's study~ using both free re-
sponses and careful questioning on the stimuli sentences of the Singleton 
Checklist, found no relationship between imagery and comprehension (r = .10), 
in 50 third grade pupils. 
Driscoll,:;however found a definite correlation (r = .84) in her 
population of 298 college students. 
Four studies of pupils in grades three through five, therefore, 
showed no apparent relationship between imagery and reading comprehension, 
while one study of college students showed a high correlation. 
Imagery and Reading Ability 
Are individuals with high imagery better readers? The implica-
tions of this question are highly important in the study of reading. 
1. Wagner, Op. Cit., p. 44. 
2. Dorothy M. Davis, "An Analysis of Mental Imagery in Grade Five (Unp. 
Master's Thesis, Boston University, 1955) p. 31 
5. Carlton Singleton, "Imagery Checklist"• 
4. Helen G. Miller, 11An Evaluation of Imagery at Third Grade Level; A 
determination of its Stability and Reliability (Unp. Master's Thesis, 
Boston University, 1953) p. 57. 
5. Adele M. Driscoll, "A Survey of Imagery Accompanying Silent Reading of 
College Students" (Unp. Doctoral Dissertation, Boston University, 1952) 
p. 55. 
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1 Clough:/in her comprehensive study of 470 middle grade pupils, 
found a fair correlation of imagery with reading age. Grouping of pupils 
according to reading ability correlated with ability in imagery. Denault2/ 
studying the effect of illustrations on the imagery of 64 fourth graders, 
found a fair correlation between reading age and mental imagery in illus-
trated stories (r = .65) 1 and a marked correlation between reading age and 
unillustrated stories (r = .74). 
Driscoll,:! in her college population, found a correlation of 
only .25 between imagery and total reading ability, although sh~ found a 
correlation of .57 with reading vocabulary and .76 with reading speed. 
In his study of 95 fifth and sixth grade pupils, based on the 
Singleton Checklist, Walsh,V found no correlation between imagery and 
reading level. Tappin,:; in a similar study of 25 seventh and eighth 
graders with an It! of 12 or~ higher and a total grade achievement of at 
least seventh grade, found no significant relationship of imagery to read-
ing ability, vocabulary, grammar, literature, or spelling. 
1. Vida S. Clough, "An Analysis of Mental Imagery in Children's Silent 
Reading 11 (Unp. Master's Thesis, Boston University, 1943) p. 69 1 71. 2. Edna F. Denault, "Effect of Illustrations in Stories on the Mental 
Imagery of Children in Grade Four" (Unp. Master's Thesis, Boston 
University, 1944) p. 23. 
5. .Qp_. Cit., p. 52. 
4. John H. Walsh, "Mental Imagery and Its Relationship to Other Factors 
on the Fiftljl and Sixth Grade Level" (Unp. Master's Thesis, Boston 
University ){p. 20, 22. 
5. Doris A. Tappin, "Problems Involved in the Measurement of Imagery in 
Seventh and Eighth Grades" (Unp. Master's Thesis, Boston University, 
1955) p. 45. 
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Scarry:; found that although the mean imagery score of excellent 
readers was 34.8 and the mean imagery score of poor readers was 22.6 in her 
group of 414 middle grade pupils, the correlation of reading age with 
imagery was only .56. Reilly,~ in a similar study of 515 middle graders, 
found no significant relationship between reading grade and imagery (r ~ .49) 
Miller,:; as already stated, found no relation of imagery with 
reading comprehension. She also found correlations of .28 with reading 
vocabulary, .08 with spelling, and .56 with language, signifying that imagery 
bore no relation to these abilities. 
Carpenter,~ working with 52 eighth graders and Holmes,:J with 55 
seventh and eighth graders, found no significant relationship between imagery 
1
and reading ability. Davis~ likewise reported no relationship between the 
two factors. 
Two studies reported a definite relationship between imagery and 
reading ability, while nine reported no significant relationship. 
Ima e and Intelligence 
Is image-making power related to intelligence? Obviously the es-
tablishment of the relationship of these two factors is of primary impor-
tance, since a definite relationship would cast light on the nature of both 
1. 
2. 
Margaret M. Scarry, "A Restudy of Mental Imagery in Children's Silent 
Reading" (Unp. Master's Thesis, Boston University, 1950}, p.59. 
Eileen E. Reilly, "An Analysis of Mental Imagery in Children's Silent 
Reading" (Unp. Master's Thesis, Boston University, 1951), p. 53. 
3. ..Q.:£. Cit., p. 37. 
• 
s. 
6. 
Frances A. Carpenter, "The Relationship of Imagery to Recall" (Unp • 
Master's Thesis, Boston University, 1952) p. 82. 
Everett H. Holmes, "An Analysis of Mental Imagery in Grades Seven and 
and Eight" (Unp. Master's Thesis, 1952, p. 22. 
Op. Cit., p. 51. 
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factors and enable us to predict the presence of imagery. 
Waterhouse,~ in his study of imagery and written recall of 35 
eighth graders found a low correlation between imagery and IQ (r = .48). 
Tappin,:; Shoulber~ Carpenter,~ and Davis,:J likewise report no sig-
nificant relationship between IQ and imagery. McGrath et. al.,~ studied 
60 fourth and fifth graders, finding that IQ had little bearing on imagery. 
According to Driscoll,~ imagery of college students was slightly, but not 
significantly related to intelligence (r = .55). Singleton~ found almost 
no correlation among adults (r = .058), and very little among eighth grad-
ers (r = .158). 
Attempts were also made to relate imagery to mental age. The 
relationships were not significant. Tappin:! reported no relationships 
between imagery and total MA, language MA, and non-language MA. 
Scarry~ reported a correlation of .54, low; and Miller~ a .48 corre-
lation. Holmes:? also reported no significant relationship. 
In no case was an important relationship established between 
intelligence and imagery. 
1. Charles G. Waterhouse, "An Investigation of tbe Relationship Between 
Mental Imagery and Written Recall in the Eighth Grade" (Unp. Master's 
Thesis, Boston University, 1953 ) p. 48. 
2. Qe.. Cit., p. 45. 
3. .Q£.. Cit., p. 51. 
4. 2£.. Cit., P• 66. 
5. QQ.. Cit., p. 31 • 
6. Clare A. McGrath, et al, "A Test to Measure the Reliability of Imagery 
in Grades Four and Five (Unp. Master's Thesis, Boston University , 
1952), p. 35. 
7. .QE,. Cit., p. 50. 
8. Carlton Singleton, "Imagery: Measurement and Analysis'' (Unp. Doctoral 
Dissertation, Boston University, 1954) p. 121. 
9. Loc. Cit., p. 45. 
10. QQ. Cit., p. 51. 
ll. ~. Cit., p. 35. 
12 • .QE.. Cit. , p. 55 • 
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Imagerz and Recall 
Are those individuals who have high mental imagery consequently 
better able to recall what they have read? 
Carpenter's work:; is specifically aimed at studying this re-
lationship. She observed only "a trend toward a relationship between 
imagery and recall,"Y. A definite relationship was not established by 
her study. Denault:J found that the relationship of imagery to recall 
was not significant. -Waterhouse,~ also studying the relationship of 
imagery to written recall, found a positive, but low correlation (r = .51). 
Drisco11:J found a correlation of .28 among her coll ege students. 
Imagery ~ Chronological ~ 
Does the power of imagery increase of diminish Ydth age? 
Walsh~ found no correlation between imagery and chronological age. Of 
course the range of ages in his study was not great. McGrath~ found 
that a higher CA resulted in higher imagery. She felt that this may have 
been due to the greater experience of the older child. Singleton~found 
that the eighth graders scored significantly higher than the adults, al-
though there was no difference in the variability of imagery at the two 
levels. llis results seem to imply, that -imagery decreases with age. He 
suggests that the image-making power may be inhibited as the subject 
grows older, and used only as a tool to aid comprehension when necessary. 
1. Qg. Cit., P. 83. 
2. Ibid., p. 78. 
5. 2£.. Cit., p. 28. 
4. QQ. Cit., p. 48. 
5. Qe. Cit., p. 56. 
6. .Q£. Cit., p. 28,30 • 
7. QE.. Cit., p. 55 . 
8. Qe. Cit., P. 121. 
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Imagery and Sex 
Do males or females have a greater power of imagery? Since 
there do seem to be differences in other factors between boys and girls, 
many studies have attempted to determine the relationship of imagery to 
sex. 
Clough:; found that girls in the middle grades had higher 
imagery scores than boys. WalshV found the same thing to be true. In 
the fifth grade group the C.R. was 3.9, and in the sixth grade it was 
5.2. Shoulberg:J also found girls higher in imagery. 4 Scarry' s:/ re-
sults showed the girls to be higher in grades four and five but the boys 
were higher in grade six. The diff erence was not statistically signifi-
cant, however. Reilly:J found girls scores to be higher in grades four, 
five, and six. The girls' scores rose with each grade, while the boys' 
scores fell. 
6 Davis:/ determined that the girls' scores in grade five were 
higher, but not significantly so. Carpenter~ saw no relationship be-
tween sex and imagery in grade eight. Holmes~ on the other hand, found 
I 
girls' imagery higher in grade seven (C.R. : 3.5), and in grade eight 
(C.R. = 1.5) • 
1. .QQ. Cit., p. 62, 65. 
2. ~. Cit., p. 52. 
5. ,Q£. Cit., p. 52. 
4. ,Q£. Cit., p • 48. 
5. .Q£. Cit., p. 43. 
6. .Q£. Cit., p. 51 • 
7. QQ.. Cit., p. 66. 
s. ,Q£. Cit., p. 58. 
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Miller:J on the other hand, found that third grade boys exceeded 
girls, although not significantly so • . , McGrath,St also found that boys ex-
ceeded girls in imagery at the fourth and fifth grade level. 
Singleton's adult population:J showed females higher than males 
at the 1% level of confidence. At the eighth grade level, he found girls 
higher than boys, with 97 chances out of 100 that the difference is sta-
tistically significant. 
Imagery and Interest in Reading 
Do people with high imagery enjoy reading and do more of it than 
those with low imagery? If a positive relationship exists, it would veri-
fy the importance of maintaining and, if possible, enhancing the image-
making power which very young children seem to have, but which is lost, or 
at least inhibited, as they grow up. 
A very decided relationship between imagery and interest in read-
ing was found by Clough.~ Those who like to read have high imagery and 
those who do not like to read have correspondingly low scores in imagery. 
Further the amount of free library reading shows a definite correlation 
with degree of imagery.:; She also found that pupils who prefer to read 
their own stories have much more power in imagery than those who prefer 
to hear stories read.~ 
l.. .QI2.. Cit., p. 31. 
2. Q2. Cit., p . 33. 
3. Q2. Cit., p. 119, 120. 
4. Q2. Cit., p. 74. 
5. Ibid., p. 76. 
6. Ibid., P• 80. 
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Clough also found that pupils who liked adventure and mystery stories best 
have highest imagery scores. Those who liked Funnies best scored lowest. 
She suggested that since these pupils could not apparently make pictures 
as they read, they needed the pictures accompanying the text in Funnies 
in order to understand and enjoy what they read.~ 
Scarry:J found a C.R. of 6.05 between the scores of those who 
liked to read and those who did not. This is a very significant ratio• . 
She also found a C.R. of 5.3 between scores of pupils who did much reading 
and those who did little.:J Reilly~ found a C.R. of 4.0 between pupils 
who liked to read and those who disliked it. The C.R. between pupils who 
preferred to read to themselves and those who preferred to be read to was 
3.3.:; 
Waterhouse~ concluded that enjoyment of reading did not depend 
on imagery, since 82.5% of those who experienced imagery liked to read, 
but 44.4% of those who did not experience imagery also liked to read. 
In studying the reading habits of adults, Driscoll:; found a 
correlation of .25 with voluntary reading, .67 with much reading of fic-
tion, and .81 with much reading of non-fiction. Singleton~ found the 
correlation of imagery with voluntary reading in his adults was not high 
(r .290). 
1. QQ.. Cit., p. 84. 
2. QQ. Cit., p. 56 • 
3. Ibid., p. 66. 
4. QQ.. Cit., p. 56. 
5. Ibid., P• 6lo 
6. QQ.. Cit., p. 50. 
7. QQ.. Cit., p. 58,60. 
a. QQ.. Cit., p. 122.. 
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Three studies of children showed a definite correlation between 
interest in reading and imagery, while one concluded that enjoyment was not 
dependent on imagery. The results of adult studies are not conclusive, 
although the finding of a high correlation between high imagery and a pre-
ference for non-fiction suggests an area for study. 
Conclusions 
Imagery seems to bear little relation to comprehension. 
Imagery may be related to general reading ability, although 
there is no conclusive evidence. 
Imagery bears no relationship to intelligence. 
Imagery does not necessarily affect recall. 
Imagery may decrease with age, or be relegated to the role of 
a tool in reading comprehension. 
Girls seem to have higher imagery in the middle grades than 
do boys. Female adults also seem to have higher imagery than males. 
Imagery seems to be positively related to interest in reading, 
and preference for reading silently over being read to. 
READING .AND LISTINING .ANALYSIS 
by Warren J. Chafe 
'I Examination of the findings of previous work in the 
I 
I area of listening versus reading comprehension indicates 
that s ignificant differences exist between these t wo modes 
Many s tudies have attempted to determine if ~~ of learning. 
there are any relationships that may control the effective-
I ness or superiority of one of the modes of learning over 
II the other. These include differences between listening and 
reading as ways of learning; changes in the effectiveness of 
one over the other as the student progresses through school; 
how listening and reading as a mode of learning are affected 
by scholastic aptitude, ability to read, and mental age; 
how listening and reading as a mode of learning are affected 
by the diff i culty of the material; and finally if one takes 
precedence over the other due to differences of sex. 
1 
Listening Versus Reasing As the Most Effective Way To Learn 
Does either listening or reading have a superior 
advantage over the other as a mode of learning? If either 
mode could be definitely proved superior, the existing 
methods of teaching might be drastically altered. As the 
" goal of education is to effect learning in the individual 
23 
the mo s t di rect and effect i ve methods to achieve this goal 
s hould be used. It would seem advantageous , therefore, to 
compare all mode s of learning with e ach other to find which 
is the most ef f icient and effecti ve. 
Seven s tudies were found to have compared listening 
comprehension with reading comprehension. Hanna and Liber ati!, 
comparing silent reading and listening by means of written 
recall and multiple choice te s ts in 120 fourth-grade children, 
found that (1) listening was superior to reading i n written 
recall. The mean score for written recall was 8.38 compared 
with 5.60 for silent reading. The difference between the 
mean s "'ras 2. 78 in favor of listening, the C. R. was 4.48. And 
(2) listening was s uperior to reading by testing with multiple 
choice questions. The mean score from listening was 12.33 
as compared with 10.47 from silent reading. The difference 
of the means was 1.86 in favor of multiple choice responses 
from listening. The C. R. was 3.44 in both cases, and the 
c. R. 's are stati s tically significant. 
Kelley and Laughlin2 , in a similar study using 120 
children of the s ixth grade with fourth grade material found 
(1) written recall of li s tening s uperior to written recall of 
1. Regine c. Hanna and Matilda A. Liberati, ''A Comparison of 
Silent Reading and Li s tening by Written Recall and Multiple 
Choice Type Test s in Gr ade 4'', (Unp. Mas ter's Thesis, 
Boston University, 1952), pp. 21-22. 
2. Elizabeth V. Kelley, Edmund F. Laughlin, Audrey v. Gill, 
and Vivian E. Mantei th, uA Comparison of Silent Reading 
and Listening Through Written Recall and Multiple Choice 
Type Tes ts in Grade s 6 and 7", (Unp. Mast.er 1 s Thesis, 
Bo s ton Uni~ersi~ 195 7 
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reading. The mean score for oral presentation was 10.68 com-
pared with 8.27 for silent reading. The difference of the 
mean s ·was 2.41 in favor of selections presented orally. The 
C. R. was 3.05 and st atistically significant. (2) Multiple 
choice of listening was superior to multiple choice of reading. 
The mean score for multiple choice test scores of oral presen-
tation was 15.47 compared ·with 10.68 for written recall of 
oral presentation. The qifference of the means was 4.79 in 
favor of multiple choice of oral present at ion (listening). 
The c. R. was 6.84 and statistically significant. 
A study done by Joneyl on 140 pupils in six fourth 
grades using a multiple choice type check utilizing both oral 
and reading questioning and responding yielded the facts that 
(1) hea~ing was superior to reading and {2) hearing was superi-
or to silent reading with the oral check. The mean score for 
hearing tests was 39.85 as compared with 32.95 for silent 
reading tests follo~ed by silent reading checks. The differ-
ence between the means was 6.90 in favor of hearing. The c. R. 
was 6.45. Also the mean score for the hearing tests was 39.85 
as compared with a mean score of 33.30 for the silent reading 
tests that were followed by oral questions. The difference 
between the means was 6.55 in favor of hearing. The c. R. 
was 6.36. Both C. R.'s are statistically significant. 
1. Olive L. Joney, "A Comparison of Reading and Listening 
in Teaching Factual Materials in Grade 4'', (Unp. Master's 
Thesis, Boston University, 1942), p. 23. 
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Millerl, testing 217 third and fourth grade children, 
found that (1) children in grade three had better listening 
than reading comprehension. The mean score of hearing compre-
hension in grade three was 27.52 as compared with 22.93 for 
reading comprehension. The difference between the means was 
4.59 in favor of hearing. The C. R. was 5.6 and statistically 
significant. Also (2) children in grade four had better listen
1 
ing than reading comprehension. In grade four the mean score 
for hearing was 40.39 while that for reading comprehension was 
36.46. The difference between the means ·was 3.93 in favor of 
hearing. The C. R. was 3.2 and statistically significant. 
Young2, in a study of 2,000 pupils in grades four to 
six, states in his findings that "The method of teacher oral 
presentation plus simultaneous silent reading by the pupils 
was roughly equally as effective as the teacher oral presen-
tat ion alone". Apparently all tests involved reading and so 
are questionable as to the validity of the procedure used. 
The statistical method used was the difference of the probable 
error. Five tests were statistically significant, seven tests 
were not probably due to this faulty testing premise. 
1. Eleanor A. Miller, "The Relation of Hearing Comprehension 
to Reading Comprehension in Grades 3 and 4", (Unp. Master• s 
Thesis, Boston University, 1941), p. 31. 
2. William E. Young, "The Relation of Reading Comprehension 
and Retention to Hearing Comprehension and Retention", 
Journal of Experimental Education, V. 5, September 1936, 
p. 32. 
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Emsliel, in an investigation striving to eliminate 
reading dif f iculty in te s t i ng by the use of oral questioning, 
found that in those c ases which seemed exceptional (10 points 
between listening and reading) where re ading was h i gher than 
li s tening, the C. R. was 5.97 whi ch is st atistically signifi~ 
cant. For the 15 exceptional c ase s in silent reading, the 
II 
mean for silent reading was 49.92 as compared with a hearing 
mean of 32.12. The difference between the mean s was 16.80 in 
favor of s ilent reading. Where li s tening was higher than 
reading, the c. R. was 7.55 and s tati s tically significant. 
For the 15 exceptional cases in li s tening, the mean for listen-
ing was 45.72 while the mean for s ilent reading wa s 29.48. 
The difference between the mean s was 16.24 in favor of 
li s tening. 
Blewett2 conducted an experiment in the meas urement 
of li s tening at the college level. A te s t was constructed of 
two parts--content retention and drawing conclusions . Rela-
1 
t i onshi ps between thi s test and other skills and ap titude s were 
s tudied in college freshmen girls. The correlation between 
listening comprehension and te s ts of reading ranged from • 32 
to .52. With the L- s core of the A. c. E. the test correlated 
.73, with scholas tic achievement .37. 
1. Elizabeth A • .Emslie, et al, "A Compar i son of Achievement 
in Silent Reading and Li s tening in Grade 4", (Unp. Mas ter's 
The s is, Boston University, 1954), p. 33. 
2. Thomas T. Blewett, "An Experiment in the Measurement of 
Listening at the College Level", Journal of Educational 
Research, 1951, Vol. 44, pp. 575-585. 
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in the Effectiveness of Listenin Versus Readin as a 
Learning as One Progresses through School 
Does the superiority of one of the modes of learning 
change or become superceded by the other as the student 
progresses through the grades? If true, it would seem to 
indicate that the accumulation of skills or other related fac-
tors may be a clue to changes in the effectiveness of the s e 
modes of learning. An examination of the findings in regards 
to this aspect of t he problem then is highly relevant. 
In the text, Problems in the Improvement of Reading, 
by McCullough, Strang, and Traxler1 , we find the statement, 
"The superiority of listening over reading as an avenue of 
learning decreases as the child gains proficiency in reading. 
By the time he reaches j~ior high school, he frequently gets 
more complete and accurate meaning from reading than from 
listening". 
In the s tudy by Young2 , previously cited, we find 
that "Children do get ••• more from a teacher' s oral presen-
t ation than from a silent reading by themselves. The differ-
ence was greatest in grade four and almost abs ent in grade s ix" l 
Also in this s ame s tudy, "Children i mprove in their abili ty 
to comprehend through readin g throughout the intermediate grades 
quite as f as t as, if not faster than, they improve in their 
ability to comprehend through hearing''. 
Constance McCullough, Ruth Strang, and Arthur Traxler, 
Problems in the Improvement of Reading, McGraw Hill, 1946, 
pp. 53 and 54. 
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Harwood1 found less promising result s from his 
experiment in which "Seven storie s were constructed to repre-
sent each of seven different levels of predicted reading 
comp rehen sibility. Each s tory was accompanied by a set of 
te s t que s tions about the information in it. All storie s were 
p resented orally to one group of s ubjects and v i sually to 
another similar group of s ubjects". The mean for reading on 
the series was 8.73. The mean for listening was 8.31. The 
dif f erence of the means was .41 in favor of reading which is 
not stat i stic ally s i gnificant. In this study as in the one 
previously cited by Young, the listening results were obtained I 
by a te s t involving reading. This method of te s ting could give l 
an advantage to those s tudent s who were better readers. Taken 
as a whole, the series of language s amples was only in s ignifi-
cantly more comprehen sible \•Jhen pre s ented for reading than 
when presented for listening. 
Young2, in an experiment of vocabulary growth by 
comparison of oral re ading, silent reading, and li s tening, 
yielded s i gnificant results. "Three groups , each of approxi-
mately 150 college s tudents, were given the Cooperative 
1. Kenneth A. Harwood, "Listenabili ty and Readability", 
Speech Monogr., 1955, Vol. 22, p. 48. 
2. James D. Young, "An Experimental Comparison of Vocabulary 
Growth by Means of Oral Reading, Silent Reading, and 
Listening", Speech Monogr., 1953, Vol. 20, pp. 273-276. 
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Vocabulary Test Form Q. One group was given five stories to 
read silently, another group read them orally, and the last 
group listened to a tape recording of the stories. Re-
administration of the vocabulary test showed (1) significant 
vocabulary gains were made by all groups, (2) vocabulary gains 
of subjects who listened to the tape were significantly 
smaller, and (3) seniors were significantly larger than those 
for freshmen." The mean gain of the listening group was very 
significantly smaller than the oral reading group and the 
silent reading group~ The oral method was only insignificantly 
more effective than the silent method. Again the test method 
favored the silent reading group. This probably caused the 
fact that the listening group scored less than the others. 
The Effect of Scholastic Aptitude, Ability in Reading, and 
High Mental Age on Read1ng and Listen1ng as a Mode of Learning 
If it can be proven that scholastic aptitude, ability 
in reading, and high mental age are the determining factors 
in the effectiveness of either listening or reading over the 
other as the most effective method of learning, then significant 
changes in teaching methods may be necessary. As the greatest 
amount of learning possible for each individual is the goal 
of education, it may be possible to use the most efficient 
method of conveying knowledge to suit each individual's 
inherent makeup. 
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Goldstein!, in his study of 280 adults ranging in 
age from 18 to 65, reports "The audi o-visual differential in 
favor of listening and the greater difference on easy than on 
hard material both tend to be more marked for the less 
intelligent groups". 
Emslie2, in her study of 132 fourth grade children, 
found that listening is a slightly better mode of learning 
for poorer readers and that silent reading is a slightly better 
mode for superior readers. Hearing was slightly superior to 
silent reading for the poorer readers. The mean for hearing 
was 37.50 as compared with a mean score of 34.58 for silent 
reading. The difference between means was 2.92 in favor of 
hearing. The C. R. was 1.93 and not stati s tically significant. 
Silent reading was slightly superior to hearing for the superi-
or readers. The mean for silent reading was 49.40 as compared 
with a mean for hearing of 47.90. The difference between the 
means was 1.50 in favor of silent reading. The C. R. was 1.03 
and not s tatistically significant. 
The text, Problems in the Improvement of Reading3, 
which was referred to previously, states that "In the cas e of 
1. Harry Goldstein, "Reading and Listening Comprehension at 
Various Controlled Rates", Teachers College Contributions 
to Education, No. 821, New York Teachers College, Columbia 
University, 1940, p. 58. 
2. Op. Cit., pp. 32 and 33. 
3. Op. Cit., pp. 53-54. 
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difficult material, students of high scholastic aptitude and 
reading ability comprehend more efficiently by reading than 
by listening''. 
joneyl, in a study of 140 pupils from six fourth 
grades, found that poor readers showed preference for listening. 
The mean hearing score for the 50 poorest readers \1Tas 35.90 
as compared with a mean score of 25.70 for the silent reading 
te s ts for the same pupils. The difference between the means 
was 10.20 in favor of hearing. The C. R. was 6.50 which is 
statistically significant. The superior readers, while still 
preferring listening to reading on both easy and difficult 
material, correla.ted much lower. The mean hearing score was 
45.60 as compared with a mean of 40.50 in the silent reading 
tests. The difference between the means was 5.10 in favor of 
hearing. The C. R. was 4.15 and was statistically significant. 
Larsen2, in his study of 150 university freshmen 
first-year speech students, found that reading was slightly 
higher than listening. "This superiority was slight for those 
low in scholastic aptitude and reading ability, but quite marke ' 
for those high in ability. Those low in scholastic aptitude 
and general reading ability comprehended almost as well by 
reading as by listening, whereas the median groups showed a 
slight superiority in favor of reading comprehension. The 
1. Op. Cit., pp. 26 and 27. 
2. Robert P. Larsen and D. D. Feder, ncommon and Differential 
Factors in Reading and Hearing Comprehension", Journal of 
Educational Psychology, XXXI, April 1940, p. 245. 
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group high in scholas tic aptitude showed a definite superiority 
in reading comprehension and scholas tic aptitude varies 
directly withreading comprehension." In the low group the 
reading mean was 20.4 (57%) and the listening mean was 20.0 
(56%). The C. R. was .8 and not s tatist i cally signi ficant. 
In the middle group the reading mean was 26.8 (74%) and the 
li s tening mean was 24.0 (67%). The C. R. was 4.6 and stati s -
tically s ignificant. In the high group the reading mean was 
28.9 (80%) and the li s tening mean was 25.8 (72%). The c. R. 
was 4.8 and statistically significant. 
The Effect Mental Age Has Upon Reading and Listening Skills 
Do pupils of high mental age learn better than those I 
of lower mental age s regardless of the mode of learning us ed? 
The answer to this ques tion may throw light on the reasons why 
one mode of learning may be better t h an another by uncovering 
the underlyi ng factor s or s ub-skills that more complex methods 
of learning may depend on. 
Millerl, in the s tudy previously cited of third 
and fourth grade children, indicates in her results that those 
of higher mental age s are superior in both hearing and reading. 
The mean score for hearing comprehension for children with 
mental age s below 9-6 was 26.59 as compared to 39.07 for those 
with mental ages above 10-6. The difference between the means 
1. Op . Cit., p. 35. 
I 
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was 12 .69 in favor of higher mental ages. The c. R. of 7.7 
is statistically sign i ficant. 
Youngl, also referred to before, notes "In general, 
children who do poorly in comprehending through reading do 
poorly in comprehen ding through hearing. No children were 
found to be in the highest quarter of one of these phases of 
language comprehension and in the lowest .quarter of the other.' 
Goldstein2 states on the other hand that "There is 
a wide range of individual differences in relative ability in 
the respective modes. One fourth of the experimental group 
scored significantly higher on one or the other modes, sixteen 
per cent finding listening superior and nine per cent finding 
reading superior. 
The Relationship of the Difficulty of the Material to Reading 
and Listening a.s a Mode of Leamin_g 
Does the difficulty of the material control to any 
extent whether reading or listening is the su~rior mode of 
learning? If difficulty of material is one of the criteria 
controlling these modes, it should be further inves tigated to 
determine just how important an influence it really is. This 
factor could conceiv~bly control which mode of learning is 
ultimately the best. Larsen3, who used three easy, three 
1. William E. Young, Op. Cit., p. 33. 
2. Op. Cit., p. 59. 
3. Op. Cit., p. 246. 
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medium, and three difficult passages in te s ting 450 university 
freshmen, states, "The superiority of performance in reading 
comprehen sion over listening was found to be dependent on the 
diff i culty of the material". 
Golds tein1 also states that the "Relative superiorit 
of listening comprehension over re ading comprehension diminish s 
with increasing difficulty of material. The easier the 
material, the relatively more effective is the auditory 
presentation". 
Joney2 found in her study already referred to that 
listening was superior to reading on both easy and difficult 
material. The mean difference for the two easie s t selections 
was 3.10 in favor of hearing as compared with a mean differenc 
of 3.15 also in favor of hearing for the two most difficult 
tests. The difference between the two means was only .05 in 
favor of the difficult te s ts. The C. R. was .08 which is not 
statistically significant. 
In the 
the statement is 
text, Problems in the Improvement of Reading3, 
made "If the material is easy, s tudents are I 
I likely to comprehend it as well when listening as when reading. 
In the c~se of difficult material, however, students of high I 
scholastic aptitude and reading a~lity comprehend more 
efficiently by reading than by listening". 
1. Op. Cit., P• 57. 
2. op. Cit., p. 43. 
3. Op. Cit., p. 53. 
·--------
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Larsenl, in his conclusions, states that "orally 
presented material should be somewhat less difficult than 
visually presented material in order to be comprehended with 
equal effectiveness." 
Differences Between the Sexes in Listening and Reading Ability 
Is there any significant difference between girls 
and boys in either listening or reading ability? Information 
on this phase of the problem may help to throw further light 
on the intricacies of the problem. 
Miller2 found in her study of 217 third and fourth 
grade children that boys were superior to girls in both 
listening and reading comprehension. The mean score for hear-
ing comprehension for boys was 35.11 as compared to 32.65 for 
girls. The difference between the means were only 2.46 in 
favor of the boys. The C. R. for hearing was 1.1 and not 
s tatistically significant. _The mean score for reading compre-
hension for boys was 35.35 as compared to 29.86 for girls. 
The difference between the means was 5.49 in favor of the boys. 
The C. R. was 5.2 and was s tatistically significant. 
Emslie3 found in her study of 132 fourth grade pupils 
that boys were slightly higher in listening and the girls were 
slightly higher in reading. Young4 states in his study of 450 
1. Op. Cit., p. 251. 
2 • Op • Cit • , p. 38 • 
3. Op. Cit., p. 33. 
4. James D. Young, Op. Cit., p. 275. 
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college students that gains were not significantly influenced 
b d . ff G" 1 1 1" htl . . . I y sex 1 erences. 1r s were on y s 1g y super1or 1n s1lent 
reading. A mean silent reading score of 41.92 as compared 
with a hearing score of 40.84 reveals this. The difference 
between the means was 1.08 in favor of silent re~ding. The 
c. R. was .61 and not statistically significant. Boys were 
only slightly superior in hearing. This is revealed by a 
mean for hearing of 43.80 as compared with a silent reading 
mean of 4 3.53. The difference between the means was .28 in 
favor of hearing. The C. R. was . 20 and not stati s tically 
significant. 
Summary 
1. Listening seems to be a better mode of learning than 
reading among elementary school pupils. 
2 . As pupil s advance to higher grades in school, the differ-
ence between listening and reading as a superior mode of 
learning decreas e s and reading becomes the superior mode 
at about the junior high school level. 
3. Readi ng is able to be us ed as an effici ent tool for learn-
ing to a greater degree by those individuals who have supe-
rior mental ages , h i gh scholas tic aptitude and ability in 
reading. 
4. Li s tening is used to a greater degree than reading by 
thos e indi viduals who have less ability in scholas tic 
endeavors. 
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5. Listening and reading are both utilized to a higher degree 
by the brighter pupils than by those possessing less ability. 
!1 6. A1 though the results are not conclusive and further inves- ~~ 
tigation is needed, it seems that difficult material is 
comprehended better by reading and easier material is 
comprehended better by listening. 
7. There does not seem to be any significant evidence to indi- I 
cate that there is any s pecific ability or deficiency 
related to sex in the problem of listening comprehension 
versus reading comprehension. 
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·CHAPTER II 
THE THIRD GRADE STUDY 
--~~~~~================~ 
----=-9F================ 
A COJ11PARISON OF IMAGERY EVOKED BY SILENT READING 
WITH IMAGERY EVOKED BY LISTENING IN GRADE THREE 
by Mary Jane Wade 
Statement of Purpose 
The purpose of the study i s t o compa re imagery evoked 
by silent reading with that evoked by listening at the third 
grade level. The instrument used to measure imagery is the 
checklist. 
I I Four checklists were to be built over four selections 
and aQministered to two classes in an alternating scheme so 
that each selection would be both read and heard. 
Materials 
In choosing materials for third-grade pupils, it was 
necessary to find selections which were quite short, simple 
in vocabulary, yet containing enough material to evoke imagery. 
It is a function of poetry to produce a maximum o£ 
images in the mind of the re ader with a minimum of words. 
lllerefore, poetry Ha s chosen as the medium through which 
imagery would be evoked. 
Fpur poems were selected, varying in length from 
thirty to fifty-three words. Each was a short, but complete 
poem. ~~e four selections follow. 
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Poem 1. THE PICNIC 
We brought a rug for sitting on, 
Our lun~h was in a box. 
The sand was warm. We didn't wear 
Hats or shoes or socks. 
Waves came curling up the beach. 
We waded. It was fun. 
Our sandwiches were different kinds. 
I dropped my jelly one. 
Dorothy Aldis1 
1. From All Together, a Child's Treasury of Vers€f, 
New York, G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1952, p . 97. 
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Poem 2. TRAINS 
Over the mountains, 
Over the plains, 
Over the rivers, 
Here come the trains. 
Carrying passengers, 
Carrying mail, 
Bringing their precious loads 
In without fail. 
Thousands of freight cars 
All rus;hing on 
Through day and darkness 
Through dusk and dawn. 
Over the mountains, 
Over the plains, 
Over the rivers, 
Here come the trains. 
Ja~es s. Tippett1 
1. Tn ,·N e.ify :;Joiih:g .Ye r ses<:by Barbara P . Geismer and Antoinette 
B. Suter, Boston, Houghton Mifflin, 1945~p. 91. 
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Poem 3. THE WINDOW 
Behind the blinds I sit and watch 
The people passing -- passing by; 
And not a single one can see 
My tiny watching eye. 
They cannot see my little room, 
All yellowed with the shaded sun, 
They do not even know I'm here; 
Nor 111 guess when I am gone. 
Poem 4. SNOW 
The snow is coming down 
Very, very quietly; 
You cannot hear the snow 
Because it is so quiet; 
I cannot hear one thing when I listen 
Except the clock. 
Jean Evatt 
Construction of the Checklists 
The problem in building the checklists was to discover what 
images were produced in third-graders while reading or listening to the 
poems. It was necessary to discover the imagery by recording the results 
of general statements followed b.1 general and specific questioning about 
the images present. 
1. I n Matilda Bailey, et. al., Our English Lan§uage Good 
Times, New York, .t\.~.11erican Book Co. , 1956 p 22 
' . . 
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The following method was devised to discover the imagery present. 
The writer's third-grade class was introduced to imagery through 
a discussion of "the mind pictures one sees when reading or listening to 
someone read." Several informal sessions followed during which the writer 
1 read or wrote on the board various sentences, paragraphs or short stories 
and members of the class described their images orally. 
Eight pupils who showed high imagery during these sessions were 
selected as the subjects from whose responses the checklists would be 
derived. 
The eight subjects were divided into two groups. One group 
read Poem 1 and Poem 3, and listened to Poem 2 and Poem 4 . The order was 
reversed for the other group. 
After the two groups had read or listened to a poem, the eight 
pupils gathered around a tape recorder, with the use of which all were 
familiar. Each in turn was asked to tell everything he could about his 
• "mind picture. 11 The VrTi ter questioned each specifically about everything 
seen, heard, felt, smelled and tasted. 
From the tapes thus made, a checklist was built over each peem. 
Each checklist included specific items relating- to visual imagery, plus 
a general item relating to auditory, olfactory, tactile, and gustatory 
imagery; three items relating to the clarity, permanency and relation 
to real experience of the images; and a fourth item related to partici-
pation of the subject 1-n the imagery. 
The checklists follow. 
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Checklist 1 
THE PICNIC 
1. As you read or listened to this story did you see people in your 
mind? Yes ( ) No ( ) 
Check any of the words which tell ~bout the people you saw. 
Can't tell ( ) a mother ( ) a father ( ) a boy ( ) a girl ( ) 
twin boys ( ) twin girls ( ) more than one boy ( ) more than 
one girl ( ) a baby ( ) 
Check any words which tell what each person was wearing. 
Mother: a sun hat ( ) a bathing suit ( ) a skirt ( ) 
dnngarees ( ) a blouse ( ) a sweater ( ) a red dress 
Father: a bathing suit ( ) a jacket ( ) a T-shirt ( ) 
Boys: bathing suit ( ) socks ( ) shoes ( ) dungarees 
T-shirt ( ) sweater ( ) 
( ) 
a suit ( ) 
( ) 
Girls: bathing suit ( ) hat ( ) 
sun suit ( ) socks ( ) shoes ( ) 
sweater ( ) dungarees ( ) 
Baby: sun suit ( ) bathing suit ( ) 
Check any words which tell what the people were doing. 
Can't tell ( ) riding in a car ( ) getting out of a car ( ) 
walking on the beach ( ) playing on the beach ( ) swimming ( ) 
playing in the water ( ) eating ( ) spreading a blanket ( ) 
running after the waves ( ) sitting on rocks ( ) taking off shoes 
and socks ( ) burying their feet in the sand ( ) 
Write here anything else which tells what the people were doing. 
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The Picnic-2. 
2. As you read or listened, did you see a rug? Yes ( ) No ( ) 
Check any words which tell about the rug you saw. 
Can't tell ( ) heavy ( ) red ( ) green ( ) many colors ( ) 
braided ( ) 
Did you see a blanket? Yes ( ) No ( ) 
Check any words which tell about the blanket you saw. 
Can't tell ( ) big ( ) pink and white ( ) Indian blanket ( ) 
many colors ( ) red plaid ( ) white and red striped ( ) 
black ( ) covered with flowers ( ) pink ( ) red ( ) 
Write here anything else which tells about the blanket in your 
picture. 
3. Did you see a lunch box? Yes ( ) No ( ) 
Did you see a lunch basket Yes ( ) No ( ) 
Check any words which tell about the lunch basket in your picture. 
Can't tell ( ) tan ( ) brown ( ) white ( ) many colors ( ) 
with designs on it ( ) with flowers on it ( ) with butterflies 
on it ( ) with ducks on it ( ) made of wood ( ) made of 
straw ( ) 
Write here anything else which tells about the basket in your picture. 
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The Picnic-B. 
4. Did you see any sandwiches? Yes ( ) No ( ) 
Check any words which tell about the sandwiches you saw. 
Can't tell ( ) marshmallow ( ) chopped ham ( ) baloney ( ) 
peanut butter ( ) jelly ( ) egg salad ( ) 
Did you see someone drop a sandwich? Yes ( ) No ( ) 
Check the word which tells who dropped the sandwich. 
a boy ( ) a gir 1 ( ) you ( ) 
5. Check any words which tell other things you saw in your picture. 
Can't tell ( ) beach umbrellas ( ) other people on the beach (. ) 
people in swimming ( ) rocks ( ) rolling waves ( ) the water ( ) 
shete sand ( ) yellow sand ( ) a life guard ( ) a beach ball ( ) 
a rubber horse ( ) a rubber ring ( ) a rubber float ( ) 
trees ( ) steps to the beach ( ) a small garage ( ) seaweed ( ) 
jelly fish ( ) a dog ( ) a sail boat ( ) a row boat ( ) a 
cabin cruiser ( ) hills of sand ( ) the sun ( ) a parking 
lot ( ) an ice cream stand ( ) a bot dog stand ( ) a picnic 
table ( ) chairs ( ) shells ( ) 
Write here anything else which tells about the place you saw. 
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The Picnic-4. 
Are the pictures you see things or pictures you have seen before? 
Yes ( ) No ( ) 
Are your pictures: Clear ( ) 
others ( ) Blurred ( ) 
Clear in parts and blurred in 
Did you feel as though you were: Touching anything ( ) tasting 
anything ( ) smelling anything ( ) hearing anytbing ( ) 
Did you feel as if you were in the picture, really there? 
Yes ( ) No ( ) 
Are the pictures you see now the same as the ones you saw at first? 
Yes ( ) No ( ) 
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TRAINS 
1. As you read or listened, did you see a train? Yes ( ) No ( ) 
Check any words which tell about the train you saw. 
Can't tell ( ) diesel train ( ) Budd car ( ) steam train ( ) 
old ( ) new ( ) shiny ( ) passenger train ( ) freight 
train ( ) both passenger and freight train ( ) dining car ( ) 
observation car ( ) flat car ( ) mail car ( ) car where people 
sit ( ) box car ( ) cattle car ( ) 
How many cars were there in the train you saw? 
2. Was your picture of the inside of the train? Yes ( ) No ( ) 
Was your picture outside the train, looking at it go qy? 
Yes ( ) No ( ) 
Check any words which tell what the train was doing. 
Can't tell ( ) going fast ( ) going slow ( ) going over a 
bridge ( ) going into a tunnel ( ) coming out of a tunnel ( ) 
coming toward you ( ) climbing a hill ( ) 
Write here anything else which tells what the train was doing. 
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Trains-2. 
3. Check any words which tell about what was on the train. 
Can't tell ( ) 
People: a boy ( ) a girl ( ) mother ( ) many people ( ) 
People eating ( ) chefs ( ) men working in the mail 
car ( ) a conductor ( ) a boy saying this poem ( ) 
a girl saying this poem ( ) a boy reading ( ) a girl 
reading ( ) 
Did you see the outdoors? Yes ( ) No ( ) 
Check any words which tell what you saw outdoors. 
Can't tell ( ) mountains ( ) woods ( ) a bridge ( ) a 
tunnel ( ) a desert ( ) rolling plains ( ) cactus ( ) 
a farm ( ) green grass ( ) a river ( ) a station ( ) 
houses ( ) 
Write here anything else which tells what you saw outdoors. 
4. Are the pictures you see things or pict.ures you have seen before? 
Yes ( ) No ( ) 
Are your pictures: Clear ( ) Clear in parts and blurred in 
others ( ) blurred ( ) 
Did you feel as though you were: Touching anything ( ) tasting 
anything ( ) smelling anything ( ) hearing anything ( ) 
Did you feel as if you were in the picture, really there? Yes ( ) 
No ( ) 
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Trains-5. 
Are the pictures you see now the same as the ones you saw at first? 
Yes ( ) No ( ) 
THE WINDOW 
1. As you read or listened, did you see a window? Yes ( ) No ( ) 
Check any words which tell about the window you saw. 
Can't tell ( ) big ( ) open ( ) with a big frame ( ) black ( ) 
white ( ) new -glass ( ) bay window ( ) green shades ( ) white 
blinds ( ) made in four parts ( ) yellow shades ( ) blinds 
down ( ) pink drapes ( ) drapes covered with roses ( ) white 
curtains ( ) yellow drapes with green ( ) purple drapes ( ) 
Write here anything else which tells about the window in your pic-
ture. 
2. Did you see a person indoors? Yes ( ) No ( ) 
Check any words which tell about the person you saw. 
Can't tell ( ) boy ( ) girl ( ) two big eyes ( ) big eyes 
and a face ( ) brown hair ( ) black hair ( ) yellow hair ( ) 
braids ( ) five years old ( ) ten years old ( ) sitting in a 
chair \0 sitting on a chest ( ) looking through a window ( ) 
wearing best clothes ( ) ready to go out ( ) yellow pajamas ( ) 
red dress ( ) pink dress ( ) blue dress ( ) coat and hat ( ) 
red shirt ( ) red checked shirt ( ) red jersey ( ) blue slacks 
( ) 
Window-2. 
brown slacks ( ) white socks ( ) brown and white shoes ( ) 
Write here anything else which tells about the person in your pic-
ture. 
3. Did you see a room? Yes ( ) No ( ) 
Check any words which tell about the room you saw. 
Can't tell ( ) sunlight through wi ndow ( ) yellow and green wall-
paper ( ) yellow wallpaper ( ) wall paper with pictures of 
animals ( ) red wallpaper ( ) pink wall paper ( ) blue wall-
paper ( ) piano ( ) t able ( ) desk ( ) lamp ( ) bed ( ) 
white bedspread ( ) yellow bedspread ( ) red chair ( ) rug ( ) 
toy chest ( ) flowers in a vase (, ) clock ( ) fireplace ( ) 
night stand ( ) stool ( ) r adiator ( ) teddy bear ( ) stuffed 
toys ( ) books ( ) dog ( ) cat ( ) dolls ( ) closet ( ) 
Was the room you saw your room at home? Yes ( ) No ( ) 
Write here anything else which tells about the room you saw. 
4. Did you see people outdoors? Yes ( ) No ( ) 
Check any words that tell about the people you saw. 
Can't tell ( ) taking walks ( ) shopping ( ) carrying bags ( ) 
children playing ( ) a family ( ) a man and a woman ( ) 
Were the people wearing these t hings? Light coats ( ) red coats ( ) 
Bost on Univer sity 
School of Education 
Librar.Y. 
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Window-5. 
yellow coats ( ) green coats ( ) bats ( ) 
Write here anything else which tells about the people in your picture. 
5. Check any words which tell about what you saw outdoors. 
houses ( ) an apartment ( ) a brown and white house ( ) a blue 
bouse ( ) a green bouse ( ) a red house ( ) a bluish-gray 
house ( ) a brick house ( ) a castle ( ) a porch ( ) side-
walk ( ) flowers ( ) streetlight ( ) brook ( ) fence ( ) 
garden ( ) cat in a trash can ( ) trucks ( ) milk truck ( ) 
moving van ( ) laundry truck ( ) car ( ) sun ( ) shadows ( ) 
snow ( ) clouds ( ) green grass ( ) white door ( ) trees ( ) 
Write here anything else which tells what you saw outdoors. 
6. Check any words which tell what time it was. 
night ( ) morning ( ) afternoon ( ) spring ( ) 
Are the pictures you see things or pictures you have seen before? 
Yes ( ) No ( ) 
Are your pictures: Clear ( ) 
Blurred ( ) 
Clear in parts and blurred in others ( ) 
Did you feel as though you were: Touching anything ( ) testing any-
thing ( ) smelling anything ( ) hearing anything ( ) 
Did you feel as if you were in the picture, really there? Yes ( ) No ( ) 
Are the pictures you see now the same as the ones you saw at first? 
Yes ( ) No ( ) 
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SNOW 
1. .As you read or listened, did you see the snow? Yes ( ) No ( ) 
Check any words that tell about the snow. 
falling quietly ( ) piles of snow ( ) white flakes ( ) on the 
ground ( ) a blizzard ( ) 
Check any words which tell about what you saw outdoors. 
a tree ( ) some trees ( ) pine tree ( ) oka tree ( ) trees 
covered with snow ( ) an old tall tree ( ) a hill ( ) a 
field ( ) clouds ( ) sky ( ) some houses ( ) a road (,) a 
wooden fence ( ) a toboggan ( ) a snowplow ( ) cars ( ) a 
truck ( ) the moon ( ) children making a snowman ( ) children 
sliding ( ) children having a snowball fight ( ) children yell-
ing ( ) 
Were the children wearing: snowsuits ( ) 
boots ( ) green jacket ( ) brovm pants 
Write here anything else you saw outdoors. 
5. Did you see the clock? Yes ( ) No ( ) 
blue cap ( ) 
( ) scarves 
Check any words which tell about the clock you saw. 
brown 
( ) 
black and brown ( ) round ( ) brown ( ) standing up ( ) wbi te 
and black ( ) yellow ( ) a kitchen clock ( ) square ( ) tall 
and brown ( ) an alarm clock ( ) old ( ) tall ( ) a grandfather 
clock ( ) . a coo-coo clock ( ) 
~bat time did the clock say? 10:60 ( ) 12:00 ( ) 4:00 ( ) 
9 :00 ( ) 7: 50 ( ) 6an 1 t tell ( ) 
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Snow-2. 
Write here anything else which tells about the clock in your picture. 
4. Check any words that tell about people you saw in the house. 
a boy in bed ( ) a girl in bed ( ) a boy sitting in his 
pajamas ( ) a girl sitting in her paj amas ( ) a boy ( ) a 
girl ( ) mother ( ) father ( ) a baby ( ) 
Check any words which tell about things you saw in the house. 
bunk bed ( ) lamp ( ) stool ( ) window ( ) fireplace ( ) 
pictures ( ) wallpaper ( ) a rug ( ) rocking chair ( ) game 
on the floor ( ) drapes ( ) dog ( ) chairs ( ) stove ( ) 
table ( ) sink ( ) freezer ( ) braided rug ( ) sofa ( · ) 
Was the room you saw: a kitchen ( ) a bedroom ( ) a living 
room ( ) a narrow hall ( ) 
Write here anything else which tells what you saw in the house in 
your picture. 
Are the pictures you see things or pictures you have seen before. 
Yes ( ) No ( ) 
Are your pictures: Clear ( ) 
blurred ( ) 
Clear in parts and blurr ed in others ( ) 
Did you feel as though you were: Touching anything ( ) tasting any-
thing ( ) smelling anything ( ) hearing anything ( ) 
Did you feel as if you were really in the picture? Yes ( ) No ( ) 
Are the pictures you see now the same as the ones you saw at first? 
Yes ( ) No ( ) 
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Po~1111 a tion 
The population was composed of fifty third-grade pupils in two 
heterogeneous classes, living in an industrial city of eastern I~ssachu-
setts. Class A consisted of twenty-five pupils, fifteen girls and ten 
boys. The I.Q. range of this group on the Otis Quick-Scoring Test of 
Mental Ability was 87 to 155. Class B consisted of twenty-five pupils, 
fourteen boys and eleven girls. The I.Q. range on the same test was 
85-128. 
Administration of the Tests 
The checklists were administered, one a day, for four conse-
cutive days. Class A read Poem 1 and Poem 5, and listened to Poem 2 and 
Poem 4. The order was reversed for Class B. 
In order that no difficulty in reading the checklist should be 
encountered and thus nullify the results of the test, the checklist was 
read orally by the writer while each subject followed the reading and 
marked his choices on the copy before him. 
At the beginning of the initial session with each class, the 
writer introduced the subject of imagery and discussed with the class the 
"mind pictures" which they had seen. A simple sentence was written on 
the board and members of the class indicated by a show of hands whether 
or not they had seen a picture. A few pupils were asked to tell what they 
had seen, heard, tasted, smelled, and touched. ~ben these statements were 
made, the writer discussed them, emphasizing that each person may have a 
different "mind picture", some seeing many things, some few, some none. 
The writer further explained that the pictures in the mind's 
' eye had little to do Hi th how · ~smart"o:one was or how well 
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one read or listened. 
On each of the four days, Class A was tested first and Class B, 
second, each in its own regular classroom. 
When the class was to read the poem, the procedure was as follows 
The materials; a copy of the poem, a copy of the checklist, and a strip 
of construction paper to be used as a marker, were distributed face-down. 
The pupils were then instructed to read the "story" (it was not referred 
to as a poem) and, when finished, to place it face-down on the desk. ~ben 
the poem had been read the checklists were turned over and the writer slow-
ly read the entire list aloud while each pupil checked the copy before 
him. Pauses were made after each item calling for a written response un-
til all pupils had stopped writing. 
Vfuen the class was to listen to the poem, each pupil received a 
copy of the checklist and a strip of construction paper. The writer read 
the poem aloud, the checklists were turned over and the same procedure 
was followed as before. 
Scoring 
In scoring the tests, one point was given for each affirmative 
answer, and one for each item checked, on the sections related to visual 
imagery. One point was also given for each item added to the list in the 
"write in" sections of the checklist. 
In Test -3, part 5, the question, "Was the room you saw your room 
at home?" was not counted in the scoring. Upon reconsidering the question, 
the writer felt that it questioned the relationship of the image to real 
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experience, an aspect of imagery 1vhich was covered by the 
question, "Are the pictures you see things or pictures you 
have seen before?" and 't .. ms therefore redundant. 
The five final items relating to real experience, 
clarity, imagery other than visual, participation and per-
manency, were recorded separately as foll01.rs. The responses 
on each checklist were tallied. The total number of responses 
in each category on the re ading checklists was then found. 
In the same 1.ray; the total number of responses on the listening 
checklists was found. These totals were then converted to 
percentages and compared. 
Analysis_ of Data. 
The tables which folJ.oy form a description and 
analysis of the data obtained from the experiment. 
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TABLE I -- VISUAL IMAGERY IN READING VERSUS LISTENING ON CHECKLIST 1 
Mean 
Standard 
Deviation s.E. 
M 
Difference S.E. 
Diff 
Critica 
Ratio 
Reading 
(Class A) 
Listening 
(Class B) 
44.800 16.560 5.512 
54.190 14.465 2.895 9.590 4.552 2.062 
Table I shows the relationship of reading imagery to listening 
imagery derived from the scores on Checklist 1. The mean reading score 
is 44. 800; the mean score in listening, 54.190. The difference of the 
means, 9.590, is more than twice the standard error of the difference. 
The critical ratio, 2.062 in favor of listening, is, hb:we:v:lir,, oot·l. ~. r · f.:.i-
== 
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TABLE II - VISUAL IMAGERY IN READING VERSUS LISTENING ON CHECKLIST 2. 
Standard s.E. Difference s.E. Critica 
Mean Deviation M Diff Ratio 
I 
Reading 22.540 8.735 1.746 4.500 2.686 1.675 
(Class B) 
j Listening 
(Class A) 
18.040 10.206 2.041 
Table II shows the relationship of reading imagery to listening 
imagery derived from t~e scores on Checklist 2. The mean reading score 
is 22.540; the mean listening score, 18,040. The difference of the means 
4.500, is larger than the standard error of the difference, 2,686. The 
critical ratio, 1.675 in favor of r.ea:dirtg; Tf~r n(}t tgtre·art;:l :enotighi t::::-
l1 :it.D.i t:b.e"' -&,ta td.-std:'Ca1£y s.ign~f.icant. 
- - =tt====-==~~==-:-===;;..=:.....--== 
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TABLE III -- VISUAL ]}ffiGERY IN READING VERSUS LIST~iiNG ON CHECKLIST 3 
Reading 
(Class A) 
Listening 
(Class B) 
Mean 
36.400 
38.760 
Standard 
Deviation 
21.655 
17.030 
s.E. 
M 
4 .331 
3.406 
Difference S.E. 
Diff 
2. 360 5.509 
Critical 
P-atio 
.428 
Table III shows the relationship of reading imagery to listening 
imagery derived from the scores on Checklist 3. The mean reading score is 
36.400; the mean listening score, 38.760. The standard error of the 
' difference, 5.509, is larger than the difference itself, 2.360. Therefore 
the critical ratio, .428 in favor of listening is not statistically 
significant. 
-=====-=-
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TABLE IV - VISUAL IMAGERY IN READING VERSUS LISTENING ON CHECKLIST 4 
Mean 
Reading 51.680 
(Class B) 
Listening 28.560 
(Class A) 
Standard 
Deviation 
11.064 
14.589 
Critica~: 
s.E. Diff'erence s.E. Ratio 
M Diff 
2.213 5.120 5.664 .851 
2.918 
Table IV shows the relationship of reading imagery to listening 
1 imagery derived from the scores on Checklist 4. The mean reading score 
is 51.680; the mean listening score, 28.560. The standard error of the 
difference, 5.664, i s slightly higher than the difference itself, 3.120. 
Therefore the critical r atio, .851 in favor of reading, is not statis-
tically significant. 
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TABLE V - VISUAL IMAGERY IN TOTAL .READING VERSUS TOTAL LISTENING 
Mean 
Standard 
Deviation s.E. Difference S.E. 
Critic~~ 
Ratio 
M Diff 
Reading 53.400 17.105 1.711 
(Classes 
A & B) 
Listening 34.800 19.755 1.975 l 1.400 2.6ll .536 
(Classes ! 
A & B) ! 1 
;, ~ ! 
-
Table V shows the relationship of reading imagery to listening 
imagery derived from the combined scores of all four checklists in each 
category. The mean score in reading is 53.400; the mean score in listen-
ing, 34.800. The standard error of the difference, 2.611, is larger 
than the difference itself, 1.400. Therefore the critical ratio, .536 
in favor of listening is not statistically significant. 
-. 
--·· 
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From the data presented in Tables I - IV, it will be noted 
that the critical ratio was in favor of reading in Checklist 2 and Check-
list 4. The critical ratio··was in favor of listening in Checklists 1 
and :3. 
There are two possible explanations for a favorable ratio. 
First - The medium, reading or listening, evoked higher imagery, or 
Second - The class which scored higher had greater power of imagery 
whether the medium was reading or listening. 
In each case it was Class B which scored higher, regardless of 
the medium through which it was tested. It would seem, therefore, that 
it was the greater power of imagery of Class B which resulted in the 
higher scores. 
The data of Table V confirm this hypothesis. When the results 
of the four reading checklists are combined and compared with the com-
bined results of the listening checklists, the critical ratio is not 
significant. 
There is no significant difference between visual imagery 
evoked by reading and that evoked by listening in this study. 
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TABLE VI - IMAGERY OTHER TH.Pl~ VISUAL 
Reading 
Auditory --- 61% 
Tactile -- 28% 
Olfactory --- 25% 
Gustatory - 20% 
Listening 
Auditory ---- 64% 
Olfactory -- 27% 
Tactile ----- 25% 
Gustatory - 25% 
Table VI shows the percent of responses concerning imagery other 
than visual on the four reading checklists and the four listening check-
lists arranged in descending order. 
On the reading checklists, auditory imagery was by a large mar-
gin the most prevalent type, followed by tactile, olfactory, and gusta-
tory. 
On the listening checklists, auditory imagery again was the 
greatest by a wide margin, olfactory was second, and tactile and gusta-
tory, third with the same percentage of each being present. 
On both the reading and listening checklists, auditory imagery 
was recorded on more than sixty per cent of the lists and tactile, olfac-
tory and gustatory imagery on only approximately twenty-five percent of 
the lists. 
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TABLE VII 
-
I M1:GEf'J O'I'HEH. TBAN VISUAL IH Ri:'~ADING V.EHSUS 1I0!i'1J~rJI!~:G 
-
Number Proper- s.e. ~)i 'f·~tence S. 'S . 
tion p Diff 
Headi ng 61 .cuoo . o~~9 ___ .....,_. 
--AUdi tory 
Li stening 64 . B<oOO 
.048 
. 0400 .o .186 
: 
Tactile R·::l~~ding 28 . ~:.800 
. OtiS 
.o::.-oo 
. 0'707 
Li ~tening ~5 . ~500 Qt<.>< ..... ___ 
--
. _.,.; 
Gustat ory R.oudi ng %0 . ~~000 
. 0•.10 
---..-
-
Listenitlg 25 . 2500 . O·~, f) 
. 0500 
. 0'195 
Ol !«ctol'Y Ret~.d ing ')" 
. 2500 Qi' ') 
----
..,\) ~ J;,..., 
----
I 
Li stening 27 . 2'100 .044 . 0-:J,QO . o.~ as 
-
-
-
Table VII shows the relationship of reading to listening in 
auditory, tactile, gustatory and olfactory imagery. Listening is favored 
in auditory, gustatory and olfactory imagery, while reading is fa~ored in 
tactile imagery. 
In the case of auditory imagery, the standard error of the 
difference, .0686, is greater than the diff erence of proportions, .0400. 
Therefore the difference is not statistically significant. 
The comparison of tactile imagery shows that the standard error 
of the difference, .0707, is again larger than the difference of pro-
portions, .0300. Therefore, the difference is not statistically sig-
nificant. 
In the case of olfactory imagery, the standard error of the 
difference, .0686 1 is greater than the difference of proportions, .0400. 
Therefore, the difference is not statistically significant. 
The comparison of gustatory imagery shows that the difference 
of the proportions, .0500, is larger than the standard error of the 
difference, but not enough to show a significant difference. 
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TABLE VIII -- CLARITY OF I MAGERY IN READING VERSUS LISTENING 
Number Propor tion s.E. Difference s.E. 
p Diff 
I 
Reading 71 .7100 .045 
-- ----Clear 
' 
Listening 77 .7700 .042 .0600 .0813 
' . 
Clear in Reading 21 . 2100 .041 .0700 .055 
parts, , . 
Blurred 
in others Listening 13 .1300 .054 
--- -----
Blurred Reading 6 . 0600 .024 . 0200 .0326 
... _ 1--· _ ,., ,, 
Li stening 5 .0500 .022 .·: ... ... I ~-
' 
F 
/ ) 
Table VIII shows that clear images predominated, followed by a 
smaller percentage of images which were clear in parts and blurred in 
others, and that there was a very small percentage of blurred images, re-
gardless of the medium through t:Wh'.i:crr clar'ity.·::ilas tested. 
The proportion of clear images in listening is greater than that 
in reading. The standard error of the diff erence, .0813, is greater than 
the difference, .0600. Therefore, the difference is not statistically 
significant. 
The proportion of blurred images is greater in reading than in 
listening. The standard error of the difference, .0526, is greater than 
the difference, .0200. Therefore, the difference is not statistically 
significant. 
The proportion of images which were clear in parts and blurred 
in others is greater in reading than in listening. The difference, .0700, 
is greater than the standard error of the difference, .0533. 
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TABLE IX -- PARTICIPATION IN IMAGERY IN READING VERSUS LISTENING 
II 
I 
I 
,, Number Proportion s.E. Difference s.E. 
p Diff 
Reading 49 . 4900 .osoo .0500 .0707 
I 
I Listening 44 .4400 .osoo -- --
Table IX shows that the proportion of affirmative responses in 
relation to participation in imagery was greater in the reading checklists. 
The standard error of the difference, .0707, is greater than the 
difference of proportions, .osoo. Therefore the difference is not 
statistically significant. 
TABLE X - RELATION OF IMAGERY TO REAL EXPERIENCE IN 
READING VERSUS LISTENING 
Number Proportion s.E. Difference s.E. 
p Diff 
Reading 54 .5400 .050 .0100 .0707 
Listening 55 .5300 1 .oso ~- j I I ---i 
Table X shows that the proportion of affirmative responses in 
relation to the recognition of images as things or pictures experienced 
in real life was greater in the reading checklists. 
The standard err or of the difference, .0707, was greater than 
the difference itself, .0100. Therefore, the difference is not statis-
tically significant. 
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TABLE XI - PERMANENCY OF IMAGERY IN READING VERSUS LISTENING 
Table XI shows that the proportion of affirmative responses in 
relation to the constancy of the imagery was greater in the reading check-
lists. 
The standard error of the difference, .0651, is greater than 
the difference of proportions, .0300. Therefore, the difference is not 
statistically significant. 
-~ 
Summary and Conclusions 
It was the purpose of this study to compare imagery evoked by 
silent reading with imagery evoked by listening by means of a checklist. 
The fifty third grade pupils studied showed the following results. 
1. No significant difference in visual imagery. 
Class B showed greater power in visual imagery whether the 
medium was reading or listening. 
2. No significant difference in auditory imagery. 
3. No significant difference in olfactory imagery . 
4. No significant difference in tactile imagery. 
s. No significant diff erence in gustatory imagery. 
6. No significant difference in cL..'l.rity of imagery. 
7. No significant difference in participation in imagery. 
8. No significant difference in relation of imagery to real 
experience. 
9. No significant difference in permanency of imagery. 
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Inferences 
Some attempts have been made by psychologists and educators to 
define and measure imagery. The study is, by nature, diff icult. Imagery 
cannot be studied directly. It must be evoked by certain stimuli and its 
presence inferred from the responses of the individual experiencing it. 
Any light which can be cast on the nature of imagery and the problems in-
volved in its measurement is, therefore, important, more important perhaps 
than any statistical information obtained. 
This portion of the study will discuss certain discoveries con-
cerning the nature of the imagery experienced by these third-grade pupils 
and show some specific examples from which they were inferred. 
In studying the individual checklists, the writer found several 
inconsistencies, although generally the items checked were not incon-
sistent. 
In the responses to the checklist built over Poem 1, "The Picnic", 
one subject checked "Can't tell" in response to the item concerning people 
seen, yet checked items of clothing for Mother, Father, Boy, Girl, and 
Baby. 
Another checked "Can't tell" in response to a question about 
people seen in Poem 51 "The Window," yet wrote in the words, "mother 
knitting, father watching TV." 
Other examples of inconsistencies follow. The t wo or more con-
flicting items are listed side by side. 
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passenger train •••••••••••••••••••••••••• cattle car 
kitchen clock •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• alarm clock, coo-coo 
clock 
room:living room ••••••••••••••••••••••••• items of furniture: 
sink, freezer, bunkbed 
mother's clothes: skirt, blouse ••••••••• red dress 
snow: falling quietly •••••••••••••••••• blizzard 
It is difficult to discern the cause of such inconsistencies. 
Three possible explanations have occurred to the writer. It is, of course, 
possible that the directions for marking the checklist were mism1derstood 
and confusion as to bow to check the items existed, Another possibility 
is that the items on the checklist suggested new images and the subject 
was unable to distinguish these from the ones he bad experienced while 
reading or listening. It is also possible that the pupil actually saw in-
consistent images, in much the same manner as one may see conflicting images 
in a dream. 
One disadvantage of the checklist technique is that it is not 
possible to determine the cause of such apparent discrepancies. This 
could be done only Qr an individual interview. 
Another interesting discovery made by the ¥~iter was the fact 
that the images formed were sometimes in conflict with the "facts" stated 
in the poems. 
Poem 1, "The Picnic'' says 
We brought a rug for sitting on. 
Our lunch was in a box. 
It was necessary, however to include in the checklist an item concerning 
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,a blanket and another concerning a lunch basket, because the pupils whose 
I 
1 responses formed the list saw these things rather than the rug or the box. 
These items, the blanket and the lunch basket were checked much more often 
than the rug or the box. 
The poem also states, "We didn't wear hats or shoes or socks." 
Yet these items were often checked as part of the clothing seen by the 
l pupil. 
In the poem, "The Window, 11 the room was called ''my little room," 
implying a bedroom belonging to the speaker, yet several pupils described 
the room as a living room or a kitchen. 
It would seem that since images are to a large degree formed from ' 
past experience, the pupil will . tend to see what seems to him appropriate, 
rather than what is actually mentioned. 
Further evidence of this phenomenon was found by the writer 
during the selection of the poems. One poem describing a fishing village 
was administered to the eight pupils. The responses all included details 
I which indicated that the subjects had seen a Breton village about which 
they had been reading in the basal reader. The poem had to be discarded 
because the writer felt the checklist would be invalid for pupils who bad 
not had this experience. 
Another problem arising from the use of the checklist technique 
was that of "write-in" answers. It was found that pupils who wrote in 
additional items on one checklist tended to do so on all of them, thus 
raising their scores. These higher scores did not necessarily indicate 
more imagery, but greater ability to communicate in writing what they had 
seen. 
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The "write-in" items also indicated that in some cases the images 
were quite different from those seen by the eight pupils originally tested. 
For instance, the Clock in Poem 4 was designated as "the clock on the city 
hall", or "a clock on a church", neither of which images had occurred on 
the checklist and implied that a totally different frame of reference 
surrounded the images seen by these pupils. 
The writer would therefore question the validity of the check-
lists as measuring instruments because they tend to limit the subject who 
cannot convey his images in writing, they may tend to suggest images to 
pupils of this age, and because they depend on the background of the group 
from whose responses they are built. 
___ ---..;=---~ 
CHAPTER III 
THE SI~TH GRADE STUDY 
Purpose 
A STUDY OF SILENT READING VERSUS LISTENING IN IMAGERY 
By Rona Solberg 
The purpose of these tests was to find out if there was any sig-
nificant differences in the imagery experienced in silent reading as 
opposed to imagery experienced in listening. 
The following questions were proposed: 
When reading or listening to a story will there be any statistically 
significant differences in: 
l. visual imagery 
2. imagery other than visual 
3. clarity of imagery 
4. per manency of imagery 
5. familiarity of imagery 
Population 
The children who took part in this study were members of two sixth 
grade classes of an industrial city on the outskirts of Boston. Most of 
the children came from middle class homes where both parents have 
outside employment. Sixteen girls and twenty-two boys comprised the 
test group. The age range was from eleven years three months to 
thirteen years. The S-Form of the California Short-Form Test of Mental 
Maturity showed the IQ range to be from 89 to 139. Form J.M of the 
Stanford Achievement Test-Intermediate Battery showed the reading ability 
to be between 4.9 - 9.4 grade level. 
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Selection of the Stories 
In order to be certain that the majority of the children could read 
the stories without encountering too many unknown words the stories were 
selected from the fifth grade reader "Sky Lines" •1 To eliminate any 
effect that pictures might have upon the imagery of the child the stories 1 
were mimeographed. The stories were from two to four pages long. One 
of the main criteria of the story was brevity as it was felt that too 
long a story would involve many varied images which would necessitate a 
cumbersome check list that might tend to confuse the childre~. 
It was felt that olfactory, tactile, and kinaesthetic imagery could 
be stimulated without mentioning "smell" or "touch". Thus, the stories 
have no particular reference to them. It was assumed that the exper-
iencing of these types of imagery was dependent more on the reader than 
on the material read. 
Most of the stories included mention of ideas that would evoke 
auditory and gustatory imagery. In "The Bell of Atri" references to the 
"ringing of the bell", "the grape vine", and "grass or weeds to chew" 
served the purpose. In "Bobo Joins the Navy" "a great splash", "cried", 
and "a special lunch" were used. In "Chubby Learns by Experience" there 
were references to "the meal", and "liver". In "Chincoteague Ponies" 
there were references to "mince pie", "raisins", "eating bark", "noisy 
herons", and "neighing stallions". It was felt that all references to 
people talking also evoked auditory imagery, as the child could "hear" 
them talking. 
1. Paul McKee et al, Sky Lines, Boston, 
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1957. 
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A faithful servant gets a just reward. 
TEE BELL OF ATRI 
Atri is the name of a little town in Italy. It is a very old town, and 
is built halfway up the side of a steep hill. 
A lon~ -t:I."'R M 0 ,. , ~ J.r.:lng o£ A'br:i. bought a fine large bell, and had it 
hung in the top of a tower in the market pla~e. A long rope that reached 
almost to the ground was fastened to the bell. 
The people of Atri were very curious about the .new P€11. But when they 
asked questions concerning it, they were told, "Just wait. The. king will 
tell us at the proper time • " 
When at last the proper time came, the king decree d a great holiday. 
All the men, women, and children of Atri came down to the market place to 
look at the new bell. It was a very pretty bell, and was polished until 
it looked almost as bright e.nd yellow as the sun. 
11 How we should like to hear it ring!" someone Qll.id. 
Then the king came down the street. 
"Perhaps he will ring it now. 11 said another, and everyone stood still 
and waited to see what the king would do, 
But he did not ring the bell. He did not even touch the rope. He 
came to the foot of the tower, stopped, and raised his hand. 
"My people," he said, "do you see this beautiful bell? It is your 
bell. It is the bell of justice . The smallest child can ring the bell 
by pulling upon this rope . Dut no one must ever ring it except in case 
of need. If any one of you is wronged in any way, he may come and ring 
the bell. Then the judges shall meet at once, hear his cause, and give 
him justice. Rich and poor, old and young, all alike may ring the bell, 
but no one must touch the rope unless he thinks that he has been wronged," 
Many years passed by after this. Many times did the bell in the market 
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place ring out to call the Judges t.ogetber • ~ wongs were righted, 
and many wrongdoers were punished• At last the rope was almost worn out. 
The lower part of it was untwisted, and some of the threads in it were broken, 
and the rope bad become so short that only a tall man could reGch it. 
"This will never do 1" said a Judge one day. 11What if a child should be 
wronged1 He could not ring the bell to let us know about it." 
The Judges gave orders that a new rope should be put upon the bell at 
once • a rope that should bang down tc> the ground, so that the smallest 
child could reach it. But there was not a suitable rope to be found in 
all Atri, The judges would have to send across the mountains to a city 
for one. It would be many days before it could be brought to Atri. 
"But what if some great wrong should be done before the rope comes?" 
asked one judge. "How could we know about it if the person who bad been 
wronged could not reach the old ropet" 
"Let me fix the rope for you." said a man who stood nearby. 
He ran into his garden, which was not far away, and soon came back 
with a long grapevine in his hands~ 
"This will fix the rope 1 " he said, and he climbed up and fastened the 
vine to the old rope, The sJ,.ender green vine, with its leaves and tendrils 
still upon it 1 trailed to the ground. 
"Yes 1 " said the chief judge, "It is a very good rope 1 Let it bang as 
it is tmtil our new rope comes. 11 
Now on the motmtainside high above the town there lived a man who bad 
once been a brave soldier. As a yotmg man he bad ridden through many lands* 
and be bad fought in many a battle. Through all that time his best friend 
had been his horse • This strong, noble steed had carried hirn safely 
through many a danger. 
But the soldier 1 when he grew older 1 cared no more to ride into battle 
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or to do brave deecla. He thought of nothing but gold, He became a miser. 
At last he sold all that he had, except his horse, and went to live in a 
little hut high up on the mountain. Day after day he sat among his bags 
of money and planned how he might get more gold. Day after day his horse 
stood in his bare stall, half starved and shivering with cold, 
"What is the use of keeping that lazy steed7 1' said the ml.ser to hdmaelf 
one morning. "Every week it costs me more to keep him. than he is worth. I 
would sell him, but there is not a man who wants him. I eannot even give 
him away, I will turn him out to take care of himself as best he can. He 
can eat grass by the roadside. If he starves to death, so much the better." 
So the faithful old horse was turned out to find his own food wherever 
he could, Old and sick, he walked along the dusty roads, glad to find a 
bit of grass or a weed to chew on. 
One hot afternoon, when no one was in the street, the horse chanced to 
wander down the moun$a1n and into the market place. Not a man nor a child 
was there., for the heat of the sun had driven them all indoors. The old 
horse saw the grapevine rope that hung from the bell of justice, The leaves 
and tendrills upon it were still fresh and green, for it had not been there 
long. When a fine dinner they would make for a starving horse! 
The hungry horse stretched out his thin neck,. and took one of the green 
leaves in his mouth. It was hard to break it from the vine. He pulled at 
it, and the great bell began to ring. All the people in Atri heard it,. It 
seemed to say: 
11 Some one has done mewrongJ 
Some one has done me wrong1 
Oh1 come and judge my causel 
Oh1 come and Judge my cause! 
For I've been wronged! Wrongedl" 
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When the judges heard the bell, they put on their robes and went out 
through the hot streets to the market place • They wondered who could be 
ringing the bell of Justice at such a time. When they passed through the 
gate 1 they saw the miser' 1 old horse nibbling at the: grapevine rope. 
"Ha:'' cried one of the judges. "It is the miser's steed, He has 
come to ask tor justice. He looks as though his master baa treated him 
shamefully." 
"He begs for justice aa well as any dumb beast can," said another. 
"And he shall have justice1'' declared a third. 
Meanwhile a crowd of mn, women, and children had come into the market 
place, eager to learn what can the judges were about to try, When they 
aaw tbe horae, all stood in vender, One man told the judges that be had 
seen tbe poor old horse vaneering on the mountain, unfed and uncared for 1 
while his master sat at home counting his bags of gold. 
'
100 bring the miser before us," said~ chief judge to an office:rr, 
When the miser came, the judges listened carefully to what he and the 
~ther people of the town had to say about the matter. Atter the judges had 
agreed on what should be done 1 the chief Judge told the miser to stand and 
hear their judgment. 
This horse has served you well t .or many a year.,t•· the ~hief judge said, 
"He bas saved you tr.om many dangers. He haa helped you gain your .riches. 
Therefore we order you to set &aide one bait ot your gold to buy him ahelter 
and food. He must have a green pasture where he ~ graze, and a warm stall 
to comfort him in h18 old age." 
The miter hung his head in shame 1 but the people shouted vi th joy. The 
horse wu led away ~ a new stall and a dinner such as he had not eaten in 
many a day. 
THE END 
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A dog tag saves a bear's life. 
BOBO JOINS THE NAVY 
Booo was just about the strangest sailor that ever joined the navy. 
you see, Bobo was a bear. 
For, 
It happened in Alaska. Bobo was hardly more than a cub when he wandered 
down to the shore one day and saw an American supply ship in the harbor. Bobo 
had never seen a ship before, and he was very curious about it. Be watched 
it and listened to the strange sounds that came from it. Each day after 
that the little bear came down to the shore to watch the ship. 
Finally the sailors on the supply ship noticed Bobo, and one of them 
said, "That bear seems to like the Navy. Why don't we catch him and make 
him a member of our crew1" And that's what they did. 
At first the sailors were afraid Bobo wouldn't care for a sailor's life. 
But they were wrong; he seemed to think it was wonderful. They made for him 
a leather collar and two metal tags, such as sailors wear, with his name and 
the name of the ship on each tag. Sailors call these tags "dog tags." 
As Bobo grew bigger he looked fierce, but actually he was as gentle as 
a lamb. He liked to swim. Very often he would climb over the side of the 
ship and part way down the ship's ladder. Then with a great splash he 
would jump into the sea. He'd swim about for a while, and when he was tired 
he'd climb aboard ship again. 
One day, instead of swimming near the ship as usual, Bobo started in 
the direction of another ship that had come into the harbor the night before. 
The bear's shipmates shouted at him to come back, but Bobo didn't pay any 
attention. They watched anxiously as be reached the other ship and began 
climbing up its ladder. 
"Poor Bobo!" said one of the sailors on the supply ship. "The sailors 
on that ship won't know he 1 s a Navy bear. They 1 ll probably shoot him!" 
The other sailors nodded sadly and listened for the sound of guns going off. 
But nothing at all happened. And here 1 s why • • • 
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The guard on board the strange ship was peacefully minding his 
business when euddenly he heard someone coming up the ship's ladder, 
He looked over the side, and when he saw a bear coming up the ladder, 
his mouth fell open in surprise. "Help J" the guard yelled. "All 
hands on deckJ We 1 re being boarded by a bear l" 
Bobo didn't know what to make of all the shouting, so he continued 
up the ladder. In a moment he stood face to face with the guard. Then 
the guard saw Bobo's dog tags. 
"Well, blow me down, if it isn't a s-ailorl" said the guard, Other 
sailors had come on the run when the guard shouted. Now they all 
gathered around Bobo and looked at his dog tags. 
"Welcome aboard! 11 cried the men, and then they had the ship 1 s cook 
prepare a special lunch for the bear, 
Soon after that a small boat from Bobo's own ship came to pick him 
up. Back home once again, Bobo stretched out on the deck while all his 
shipmates crowded about him. The sailors told him how lucky he was not to 
have been shot and how glad they were to have him back. Of course Bobo 
may not have understood what they were saying, but he enjoyed the excite-
ment and looked about happily. 
Then ene of the supply ship sailors cried out1 "Look~ The ship Bobo 
visited is sending us a message!" They read the message as it was 
blinked to them. And this is what it sa~d: 
"Have just received a visit from a member of your crew. He said he 
wanted to see what a clean ship looked li~e ," 
The sailors of the supply ship were indignant when they received 
the message, Their ship was insulted, They decided to send back a 
message that would put those other sailors in their place, So with 
Bobo and his shipmates gathered around, their own signalman sent this 
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message: 
110ur bear 1 ~obo 1 has returned and reports that his search for a cleaner 
ship than ours was unsuccessful. 11 
Soon every ship in Alaskan waters had heard of ~obo 1 s visit and the 
two messages. ~obo and his shipmates were famous. 
Today Bobo is no longer in the Navy, He was left on the shore when 
the supply ship left Alaska. If bears could talk, what strange things 
Bobo could tell the other bears about the time he was in the Navy." 
THE END 
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Dumb animals aren't so dummb----
if they're taught by a smart person. 85 
CHUBBY LEARNS BY EXPERIENCE 
by circus man Al Priddy 
One day after I had talked about circus animals to a large audience 
of school children, I was invited to dinner at the home of the school 
principal and his wife. When I arrived at their house, I found that more 
than twenty of their friends had been invited also. 
During the meal they asked many questions about animals, and I was 
glad to answer them as well as I could. Toward the close of the dinner 1 
the principal's wife expressed surprise at my high opinion of the in-
telligence of animals. "You seem to feel that animals have lots of good 
sense.," she said. "I'm sorry that I can't agree with you. At least, I 
can't agree that all animals are smart creatures." 
I felt sure that she must be thinking about some particular animal, 
so I inquired politely, "Which animal would you say is not smart?" 
"Our cat," she replied quickly. "He is the dumbest thing that ever 
walked on four legs. We can't even train him to push the screen door open 
for himself. When he wants to go outside 1 someone in the family has to 
push the door open for him." 
"Well,'' I thought to myself 1 "that cat may not be dumb. He may be smart 
enough. After all, why should he open the door for himself when some 
human being will do it for him?" 
Of course I didn't say anything like that to the lady. I just thought 
it. But I had to bite my tongue to keep it from asking, "Are you quite 
sure it's the cat that's dumb?" 
I suppose it would not have been polite to ask that question, but I 
felt that I had good reasons to ask it. It is my experience, and the ex-
perience of every animal trainer I know, that when a person complains of 
not being able to train a pet, it is not the fault of the animal. When 
we look for the cause of the trouble, what do we find? Almost always we 
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discover that the person is trying to do the training job wi tbout taking 
the time or the trouble to study the animal to find out how much intelligence 
it has. In most cases the person does not admit that animals have any in-
telligence. He is just surpri$ed that his dog or his cat doesn't learn 
readily 1 and he blames the ani1Dal for the failure. 
All through the meal I had noticed a little girl sitting at the table. 
I found out that she owned the dumb cat. After dinner was over, I asked 
her where the cat was. She went outside and soon returned with the cat in 
her arms. He wasn't any special kind of cat, but he was a beauty. His 
DBme was Chubby. That name described him. very well. I suggested to the 
li.ttle girl that we take her cat into the kitchen and train him to go 
through the screen door under his own power. She was all for it. 
Well, we took that cat into the kitchen and worked with him for about 
twenty minutes. At the end of that time, I felt that he was ready tor his 
first test. For the first time in his life - in that house, aeyway - that 
cat was going to do something for himself. 
The little girl kept Chubby in the k1 tcben. I went out on the porch 
and closed the screen door. I had a piece of fresh liver in my hand. When 
everything was all ready 1 I called to Chubby to come and get the liver. 
He came running up to that screea door, pushed it open the first time 
be tried, and got through. But he didn't get through quickly enough. The 
door slammed shut and caught his taU. He looked at me in a surprised way 
as it he blamed me for pinching his taU. "That's O.K. Chubby," I said. 
"Go back, and we '11 try it again." 
The l.ittle girl took Chubby back into the kitchen and got him quiet. 
When he was all set again, I hel.d out the piece of liver and called to 
him, "Come and get it.n 
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He came rushing to the screen door, got his nose against it, · and 
stopped. Then he turned around, backed~ of the door, and got the 
liver. If that isn't learning by experience, I'd like to know what it is. 
I'm sure that when an animal can learn that fast, he isn't dumb. 
THE END 
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CHINCOTEAGUE PONIES 
By Marguerite Henry 
Five miles out in the Atlantic Ocean, off the eastern shore of Virginia, 
lie two tiny wind-rippled islands. They are as rich in horse legends as a 
mince pie is rich in raisins. Chincoteague (pronounced Shing'ko'teeg) is the 
smaller island, seven miles long and only twenty-one inches above the sea. 
Assateague lies to the east and near enough to protect little Chincoteague 
from high winds and high seas. 
Oystermen, clam diggers, and boat builders live on Chincoteague, but 
the outer island if Assateague is left to the wild things - the wild ponies 
and the birds. 
How the ponies came there is legend. Long ago, they say, a Spanish 
galleon was sailing along when a great storm came up and blew the ship off 
its course. In her hold she carried live cargo - Spanish ponies to be used 
in the mines of Peru. The ponies smelled the storm and plunged against their 
stalls, trying to escape. But it was the sea that finally set them free. 
It drove the ship onto a. reef, cracked her hull open and tossed the ponies 
out of their dark prisons into the water. In spite of the waves and the 
wreckage, they thrashed their way to the nearest shore, which happened to be 
the beach of Assateague. 
Not a soul lived on the whole island. And there were no fences any-
where - only wide stretches of sand, and marshland with salt-flavored grass, 
and piney woods. For the ponies the land and sea and sky were theirs, to be 
shared only with the black skimmer birds and the blue herons and the noisy 
wild geese. 
Always before 1 the ponies had been used to man's care. Now they had to 
rustle their own living. In winter they huddled in the woods, stripping the 
pine trees, eating bark and needles both. And they ate the myrtle leaves 
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t~t stayed green. FOr drinking water they broke little mirrors of ice with 
their hoofs and drank the water beneath. And they grew rough winter coats 
which took the place of man-made shelter. Snow sometimes fell onto their 
backs and made a white fleece without melting1 so heavy were their coats. 
Who minded winter? Not the ponies! 
The Chincoteague Indians who used to hunt on the island now stayed 
far away. From their canoes they could see the wild creatures running al.ong 
the shore 1 and the sight filled them with a nameless fear. 
But the white men, who came many years later to live on Chincoteague, 
were unafraid. A few of them rowed their boats over to Assateague and built 
houaes 1 but by that time the ponies bad grown to such numbers that they 
overran the island. They trampled yards and garden plots and ate the corn 
blades as soon as the plants pushed through the ground. In dismay the people 
gathered their belongings and went back across the channel to live on 
Chincoteague. 
Today the outer island of Assateague is still a wildlife refuge, except 
for Pony Penning Day. On that day, late in July 1 all the strong men of 
Chincoteague turn cowboy. Still wearing their fishermen 1 s clothes, they 
ferry their own riding horses ever to Assateague to round up the_ wild ponies. 
It is the oldest roundup in America! Through bogs and briers and bulrushes 
the cowboys-for-a-day ride 1 driving the ponies out of little hidden places, 
herding them down to the beach. At exactly low tide a signal is given and 
the wild herds 1 colts and &111 are driven into the sea and made to swim 
across to Chincoteague. The channel boils with ponies - stallions neighing 
to their mares, mares whinnying to their colts, colts squealing in panic. 
And all across the channel, on both sides of the swimming horses, scores 
of boats line up. They "ride herd" on the ponies to keep them swimming 
toward Chincoteague. 
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At last, shiny-wet and tired, the wild horses scramble out of the water 
onto the shores of Chincoteague. A cheer goes up from the crowd of people 
who have come to see the biggest wild west show of the East. Almost every 
person there is looking oYer the milling herd, intent upon selecti.ng a colt 
to buy at tomorrow's sale. Meanwh!le fresh men on fresh mounts are surround-
ing captives, giving them a chru .. v:e to "bJ.ow11 before driyj,ng them into the 
pens on the other side of the :island. 
Chincoteague ponies, captu=ei wh~le they are still colts, make gentle 
mounts. Most of the mares and sta~ions, of cuurse 1 are too wild. After 
a few days of being penned up in the corrals, they are driven back again to 
Assateague for another year of freedom. 
Why are some of the ponies big ~ld some small? so~e solid color and 
some daubec1. with white? The reason is that at one time a Shetland stallion 
was turned loose on Assateague to run with the wild herds. Today the ponies 
that are part Shetland are small and. two-toned in coloring. 
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Selecting Items for the Check List 
To select items for the check list eight children were chosen, two 
fast, four average, and two slow readers. The author worked with this 
small group establishing -rapport and she explained what imagery is. It 
was explained to the children· that there were no wrong or right answers 
and that imagery depended upon the individual. She explained that a high 
imagery score was not the same as a high score in spelling because the 
high imagery score did not mean that the person knew more. It was brought 
out that a low imagery score was just as important as a high one and that 
the tester simply wanted to know how much imagery each child had. In 
order to discourage the child's desire to please the teacher by "seeing" 
many things, the children were told that there was no relationship 
between reading ability, intelligence, and imagery. 
The childr.en were then divided into two groups, each with one fast, 
two average, and one slow reader. Group A read the following sentence: 
The girl petted the small cat. 
This group listened to the following sentence: 
The boy had just finished eating his dinner. 
For group B the order was reversed. 
The author worked with each group. · Using the informal group 
discussion technique the children described what they "saw, heard, felt, 
and tasted". They also discussed whether or not they felt as if they 
were taking part in the action described. 
Following this orientation program it was explained that imagery also 
takes place when reading or listening to a story. The children were told 
that instead of telling the examinar what they "saw" they were to write 
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descriptions. 
Group A read "The Bell of Atri" and "Chubby Learns by Experience". 
listened to "Bobo Joins the Navy" and "Chincoteague Ponies". For 
group B the order was reversed. After the reading of the stories the 
children were instructed to describe everything they "saw". It was em-
phasized that the examinar did not want "the facts". After the children 
had finished their written descriptions the author worked with each child. 
Using the child's written description as a basis for further questioning, 
the author went from the general to the specific. The answers were 
written by the examinar. One story was read, tested, and discussed in 
one day and the testing took place on four consecutive days. 
The Check List 
Fr om the responses of these eight children the check list was devised. 
The author listed who or what was described and then compiled a list of 
the different descriptions attributed to each of these. On the check 
list there was an opportunity to check a "yes 11 or "no" for each item 
depending on whether the child did or did not "see" it. If the child 
did "see" it then he could check any of the descriptions that fitted his 
picture. There was also an opportunity to vrrite in anything else the 
testee "saw" which was not on the list. 
At the end of the list four questions were asked, which were ans-
wered by a check in the "yes " or "no" place. These questions dealt with 
following: 
1. if the pictures were clear, clear in parts and 
blurred in parts, blurred 
2. if the pictures were of things familiar to the 
child or if they were products of his imagination 
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3. if the child felt as if he were taking part in 
the story 
4. if the picture changed or remained the same after 
taking the test 
There were also places to check if the person felt as if he were 
touching, tasting, smelling, or hearing anything. 
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THE , BELL OF Ami. 
1.. As you read this story could you see the village? Yes ( ) No ( ) • 94 
Check below any of the words that describe the picture you see, 
can't tell ( 
houses ( 
) mud brick houses ( ) little white houses ( ) crowded 
) brown houses ( ) slanted roofs on houses ( ) wooden 
fences ( 
streets ( 
) red cobblestone streets ( ) marbled paved streets ( ) stone 
) dirt streets ( ) muddy streets ( ) old shacks ( ) modern 
houses ( ) straw houses ( ) windowless houses ( ) small waterfall ( ) 
castle in center ( ) bell near castle ( ) green mountainside ( ) 
colored flowers ( ). 
How else would you describe your picture? 
2. Could you see the king? Yes ( ) No ( ) 
Check below any of the words that describe the king you see. 
Can't tell 
white re!>be ( 
) red robe ( 
) black robe ( 
) red velvet robe ( 
) brown robe ( ) 
) purple robe ( ) 
multi-colored robe ( 
gold trim on clothes ( ) silver crown ( ) gold crown ( ) diamonds 
jewels ( ) key around neck ( ) red shoes ( ) high hat ( ) black 
boots ( grey hair ( ) bearded ( ) fat ( ) thin ( ) carrying a 
sword ( ) guards behind him ( ) middle aged ( ) . 
How else would you describe your picture? 
3. Could you see the bell? Yes ( ) No ( ) 
Check below any of the words that describe the bell you see. 
Can't tell ( ) big ( ) not too big ( ) huge ( ) gold ( ) 
brown ( ) grey ( ) shiny ( ) silver ( ) old ( ) cracked ( 
new ( ) polished ( ) hanging in the market place ( ) in a brick 
( 
) 
towe:r ( ) in a red brick tower ( ) in the middle of a large town ( 
rope hanging down ( ), 
How else would you describe your picture? 
) 
) 
) 
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4. Could you see the rope? Yes ( ) No ( ) 
Check below any of the words that describe the rope you see. 
can't tell ( ) black ( ) white ( ) brown ( ) light brown ( ) 
twine ( ) long ( ) old ( ) heavy ( ) thin { ) short ( ) a few 
rotten threads ( ) a couple of yards long ( ) too short for children 
to reach ( ) green vine attached ( ) long leaves on vine ( ) braided 
rope ( ) • 
How else would you describe your picture? 
5. Could you see the horse? Yes ( ) No ( ) 
Check below any of the words that describe the horse you see. 
can't tell ( ) white ( ) brown ( ) yellow ( ) skinny ( ) limping ( ) 
old ( ) very thin ( ) big ( ) ruffled fur ( ) weak ( ) wirey fur ( ) 
shaggy ( ) dusty ( ) dull black ( ) ribs sticking out ( ) in an old 
barn ( ) walking on road ( ) leaves in his mouth ( ). 
How else would you describe your picture? 
6. Could you see the miser? Yes ( ) No ( ) 
Check below any of the words that describe him. 
brown shabby clothes ( ) worn out shoes ( ) grey shirt ( ) brown 
pants ( ) white shirt gold trim ( ) blue trousers gold trim ( ) silk 
clothes ( ) wearing medals ( ) bearded ( ) brown hair ( ) old ( ) 
sad ( ) mean looking ( ) black hair ( ) bald ( ) young man ( ) 
blonde hair ( ) fine clothes ( ) torn clothes ( ) carrying a cane ( ) 
carrying bags of money ( ) carrying gold ( ) • 
How else would you describe your picture? 
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7. Could you see the hut? 
Check below any of the words that describe the hut you see. 
dark brown ( ) light brown ( ) mud brick ( ) ald wood ( ) dry grass 
and leaves ( ) potatoe sacks over windows ( ) no windows ( ) one 
window ( ) broken window ( ) broken down furniture ( ) money all 
over ( ) like a barn ( ) large hay loft ( ) cobwebs ( ) little 
door ( ) flat roof ( ) slanted roof ( ) brown table ( ) black 
chair ( ) feather bed ( ) cot ( ) piles of gold ( ) dirty ( ) 
How else would you describe your picture? 
8. Could you see the stable? Yes ( ) No { ) 
Check below any of the words that describe the stable you see. 
old ( ) broXen down ( ) wooden ( ) doors and shutters falling off ( ) 
boards cracked ( ) little hay ( ) barn-like ( ) hay on floor ( ) 
rotten hay ( ) no stalls ( ) spider webs ( ) rats and mice ( ) paint 
peeling off ( ). 
How else would you describe your picture? 
9. Could you see the people of the town? Yes ( ) No ( ) 
eheck any of the words that describe the people you see. 
old ( ) young ( ) some women wearing shawls { ) mostly dressed in 
brown ( ) none too rich ( ) dressed poorly { ) not neat ( ) not ·many 
children ( ) many children playing ( ) • 
How else would you describe your picture? 
10. Could you see the judges? Yes ( ) No ( ) 
Check below any of the words that describe the judges you see. 
gold and blue robes ( ) black robes ( ) blue suits ( ) black suits ( ) 
red shirts ( ) wearing hats ( ) bearded ( ) wearing long necklaces ( ) 
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sitting at a desk ( ) sitting in a booth ( ) standing outside ( ) 
sitting in a church ( ) old men ( ). 
How else would you describe your picture? 
Are the pictures you see things or pictures you have seen before? Yes ( ) 
No ( . ) 
Are your pictures clear ( ) ·clear in parts and blurred in parts ( ) blurred ( ) ? 
Did you feel as though you were touching anything ( ) tasting anything ( } 
smelling anything ( ) hearing anything ( } • 
Did you feel you were taking part in this story? Yes ( ) No ( ). 
Are the pictures you now see the pictures you first saw? Yes ( ) No ( ). 
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1. As you read this story could you see the bear? Yes ( ) No ( ) 
Check below any of thw words that describe the bear you see. 
can't tell ( ) brown ( ) black ( white ( ) pink nose ( 
black eyes ( ) short ears ( ) small ( ) big ( ) young ( 
cute ( fierce ( ) shaggy ( ) fluffy ( ) smooth hair ( 
hair sticking up ( ) . 
How else would you describe your picture? 
2. Could you see what he was wearing? Yes ( ) No ( ) 
Check below any of th-e words that describe what he was wearing. 
) 
) 
) 
can't tell ( metal dog tags ( ) silver dog tags ( ) shiny dog 
tags ( ) white collar ( ) black collar ( ). 
What else could you see him wearing? 
3. Could you see what he was doing? Yes ( ) No ( ) 
Check below anything that you see him doing. 
can't tell ( 
the ladder 
walking on snow ( ) swimming in water ( ) climbing 
standing on shore ( ). 
What else could you see him doing? 
4. Could you see the supply ship? Yes ( ) No ( ) 
Check below any of the words that describe the ship you see. 
Can't tell ( ) grey ( ) black ( ) red ( ) long ( ) wide ( ) 
large ( ) white ( ) blue ( silver ( ) brown ( ) brown deck 
white deck ( ) like an aircraft carrier ( ) name on the side ( ) . 
How else could you describe your picture? 
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5. Could you see anything on the ship? Yes ( ) No ( ) 
Check below anything that you see on the ship. 
can't tell ( ) piles of rop~ ( ) boxes on deck ) big anchor ( ) 
a guard ( ) men walking aro~d ( ) supplies ( ) . 
How else would you describe your pict~~e? 
6. Could you see what the ship was doing? Yes ( 
Check below anything you see the ship doing. 
No ( ) 
can't tell ( ) moving in harbor ( ) in a cove ( ) in port ( ) 
docked in a big harbor ( unloading supplies ( ) dropping anchor ( ) • 
How else would you describe your picture? 
7. Could you see the small boat? Yes ( ) No ( 
Check below any of the words that describe the boat you see. 
can't tell ( } white ( ) grey ( ) brown ( ) navy insignia on 
it ( ) old ( ) paddle in back ( ) rope hanging in water ( ) 
oars on side ( ) carrying men ( ). 
How else would you describe your picture? 
8. Could you see the sailors? Yes ( ) No ( ) 
Check below any of the words that describe the sailors you see. 
can't tell ( ) tall ( ) short ( ) blonde hair ( ) brown hair ( ) 
red hair ( ) black hair ( ) laughing ( ) old timers ( ) fishing off 
boats ( ) cleaning decks ) blue uniforms ( ) white uniforms ( ) 
blue and white uniforms ( ) blue hats ( ) black hats ( ) white 
hate ( ) black shoes ( ) white socks ( ) winter clothes ( ) short-
sleeve shirts ( ) heavy flannel shirts ( ) sleeves roaled up ( ) 
How else would you describe your picture? 
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9. Could you see the guard? Yes ( ) No ( ) 
Check below any of the words that describe the guard you see. 
can't tell ( ) whi.te; nnj:f'c,rm ( ) b ·c(_.~m p~:~.:..1ts ( black pants ( ) 
blue nhi :::-t ( ) r·ed t:h:!.rt ( \ white hat f ) rifle on oh;.)ulder ( ) \ 
tattx· on 3.L'm ) older men ) . 
How else would yon describe your picture? 
10. Could you see the l auc.es:? Yes I \ No ( ) 
Check below any of the wortis "jhat det~c :cibe the ladder you see. 
tan ( ) narrow ( ) long ( ) 
rope ( ) moving i'l ,.,'it ~:- ( ) • 
How else would you d~~cribe your picture? 
11. Could you see the r~rbor ? Yes ( ) . No ( 
12. 
Check below any of the words that describe the harbor you see. 
can't tell ( ) 
brown wharves ( 
clear blue water ) 
) old wooden wharves 
floats in water ( ships ( 
( ) wooden steps on wharves ( 
) 
) 
brown pier ( ) grass ( ) cement walk ( ) small village ( ) little 
cottages ( ) dir t roads ( ) big buildings ( ) poor section of town 
( ) in country ( ) in city ( ) workmen all around ( ) men unloading 
ship ( ) very few people ) men dressed like eskimos ( ). 
How else would you descr i be your picture? 
Could you see the shore? Yes ( ) No ( ) 
Check below any of t he wor ds that describe the shore you see. 
can't tell ( ) beach ( ) white sand ( ) grass ( ) rocks ( ) 
snow ( ) blue water ( ) ice in water ( ) wind blowing ( ) 
Bobo standing there ( ) . 
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How else would you describe your picture? 
Are the pictures you see things or pictures you have seen before? Yes ( ) 
No ( ) 
Are your pictures clear ( ) clear in parts and blurred in parts ( ) 
blurred ( )? 
Did you feel as though you were touching anything ( tasting anythi~ ( ) 
smelling anything ( ) hearing anything ( )? 
Did you feel you were taking part in this story? Yes ( ) No ( ) 
Are the pictures you now see the pictures you first saw? Yes ( ) No ( ) 
Boston Univers ity 
School of Education 
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1. As you read this story could you see the house? Yes ( ) No ( ). 
Check below any of the words that describe the picture you see. 
can't tell ( ) black ( ) white ( ) grey ( ) wood ( ) brick 
steps ( ) big ( ) apple tree in front ( ) red roof ( ) many 
windows ( ) green door ( ) brick foundation ( ) red house ( ) 
green shades in windows ( ) wooden steps ( ) grass in front ( ) 
cement walk ( ) new ( ) blue sh!Agles on roof ( ). 
How else would you describe your picture? 
2. Could you see the Principal? Yes ( ) No ( ) 
eheck below any of the words that describe the Principal you see. 
can't tell ( ) blue suit ( ) green coat ( ) old lady ( ) blue suit 
( ) brown hair ( ) black bl.ouse ( ) black shoes ( · ) blue eyes 
( ) black skirt ( ) ol.d ( ) tall ( ) brown suit ( ) thin ( ) 
red tie ( ) red skirt ( ) green tie ( ) white skirt ( ) man ( 
red blouse ( ) woman ( ) white blouse ( . ) blue dress ( ) gr&y 
hair ( ) white bat ( ) . 
How else would you describe your picture? 
3. Could you see the animal trainer1 Yes ( ) No ( 
Check below any of the words that describe the animal trainer you see. 
can't tell ( ) white shirt ( ) yellow hat ( ) brown pants ( ) 
carrying whip ( ) high black boots ( ) tall ( ) young ( ) about 
twenty ( ) grey suit ( ) red tie ( ) black shoes ( ). 
How else would you describe your picture? 
4. Could you see the little girl? Yes ( ) No ( ) 
) 
Check below any of the words that describe the little girl you see. 
can't tell ( ) about 7 ( ) greea dress ( ) yellow dress ( ) ~-•• 
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r~d socks ( ) bow in her hair ( ) 12 years old ( ) black shoes ( ) 103 
red skirt ( ) cute ( ) white skirt ( ) long blonde curls ( ) brown 
shoes ( ) blue dress ( ) 10 years old ( ) white dress ( ) young ( ) 
blue eyes ( ) brown hair ( ) blonde hair ( ) tall ( ) rosy cheeks ( ) 
chubby ( ) red shoes ( ) brown hair ( ) small ( ) purple skirt ( ) 
plump ( ) pink blouse ( ) . 
How else would you describe your picture? 
5. Could you see Chubby? Yes ( ) No ( ) 
Check below any of the words that describe Chubby as you see him. 
ean~t tell ( ) sandy color ( ) green eyes ( ) angora ( ) white ( ) 
blue eyes ( ) fluffy tail ( ) big ( ) black an~ white tail ( ) small ( ) 
cute ( ) long tail ( ) brown ( ) fur sticks up ( ) fur long ( ) green 
eyes ( ) looks angry ( ) short tail ( ) fur soft ( ) black nose ( ) 
yellow ( ) white paws ( ) plump ( ) fluffy ( ) white ( ) black paws ( ) 
cute face ( ) little nose ( ) black ( ) grey ( ) black ( ) red tongue ( ). 
How else would you describe your picture? 
6. Could you see the screen door and porch? Yes ( ) No ( ) 
Check below any of the words that describe the scree~ door and porch you see. 
can't tell ( ) black door ( ) small perch ( ) open porch ( ) 4 steps 
down to ground ( ) wooden porch ( ) 7 steps to porch ( ) long porch ( ) 
porch and door brown ( ) brown bottom on porch ( ) rail around porch ( ) 
tan top on porch ( ) door red ( ) green door ( ) silver screen ( ) 
wide door ( ) grey and white porch ( ) screened in ( ) green porch ( ). 
How else would you describe your picture? 
7. Could you see the kitchen? Yes ( ) No ( ) 
Check below any of the words that describe the kitchen you see. 
t;nuooy 
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can't tell ( ) blue ( ) red curtains ( ) cream ( ) brown table ( ) 
long ( ) red cloth ( ) blue tile floor ( ) white cloth ( ) table ( ) 
blue cloth ( ) food on table ( ) small ( ) white sink ( ) many cabinets 
( ) brown cabinets ( ) pots and pans ( ) chairs ( ) dishes ( ) silver 
table and chairs ( ) green walls ( ) black table and chairs ( ) door 
leading into dining room ( ) white table and chairs ( ). 
How else would you describe your picture? 
8. Could you see the dining room? Yes ( ) No ( ) 
Check below any of the words that describe the dining room you see. 
can't tell ( ) printed wallpaper ( ) milk ( ) food on plates ( ) brown 
floors ( ) bread ( ) apple pie ( ) big chairs ( ) butter ( ) squash ( ) 
big ( ) silverware ( ) gravy ( ) table ( ) older people there ( ) 
brown chairs ( ) lamps ( ) candles on table ( ) green wallpaper ( ) 
4 windows ( ) food on table ( ) big table ( ) golden brown chicken. ( ) 
plates on table ( ) brown table ( ) yellow potatoes ( ) glasses on 
table ( ) green beans ( ) people sitting at table ( ). 
How else would you describe your picture? 
Are the pictures you see things or pictures you have seen before? Yes ( ) 
No ( ) 
Are your pictures clear ( ) clear in parts and blurred in parts ( ) 
blurred ( ) 
Did you feel as though you were touching anything ( ) tasting anything ( ) 
smelling anything ( ) hearing anything ( ) 
Did you feel you were taking part in this story? Yes ( ) No ( ) 
Are the pictures you now see the pictures you first saw? Yes ( ) No ( ). 
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CHINCOTEAGUE PONIES. 
1. As you read this story could you see the ship? Yes ( ) No ( ) 
Check below any of the words that describe the ship you see. 
can't tell ( ) large ( ) old ( ) cargo ( ) brown boxes ( ) white ( ) 
many people ( ) black stripes ( ) small windows ( ) wood ( ) dark brown 
{ ) 3 flags ( ) brown ( ) large white sails . ( ) small ( ). 
How else would you describe your picture? 
2. Could you see the Ponies? Yes ( ) No ( ). 
Check below any of the words that describe the ponies you see. 
can't tell ( ) spotted ( ) straggly fur ( "' ) cute ( ) brown ( ) rough 
fur ( ) different colors ( ) white ( ) well fed ( ) cold ( ) shaggy 
fur ( ) smooth fur ( ) tan ( ) hungry looking ( ) brown eyes ( ) small 
( ) long tails ( ) fat ( ) strong ( ) black ( ) swimming ( ) 
How else would you describe your picture? 
3.CoUld you see the Island (where the Ponies live)? Yes ( ) No ( ). 
Check below any of the words that describe the Island you see. 
can't tell ( ) big forest ( ) war painted Indians ( ) icy water ( ) 
ice ( ) light brown sand ( ) snow ( ) big ( ) green leaves ( ) dark 
blue water ( ) swamp land ( ) white sand ( ) trees in back ( ) green 
pine trees ( ) brown mud ( ) many colored birds ( ) . 
How else would you describe your picture? 
4. Could you see the people? Yes ( ) No ( ) 
Check below any of the words that describe the people you see. 
can't tell ( ) well dressed men ( ) riding horses ( ) mostly men ( ) 
old clothes ( ) fishing outfits ( ) black bats ( ) brown pants ( ) 
dressed like cowboys ( ) wearing big bat~ ( ) hats with visors ( ) 
dungarees ( ) flannel shirts ( ) boots ( ) .~ 
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5. Could you see the island (where the people live)? Yes ( ) No ( ) 
Check below any of the words that describe the island you see. 
can't tell ( ) brown houses ( ) wooden houses ( ) huts ( ) 
gardens ( ) flowers ( ) briar paths ( ) many houses ( ) corrals ( ). 
How else would you describe your picture? 
Are the pictures you see things or pictures you have seen before? Yes ( ) 
No ( ) 
Are your pictures clear ( ) clear in parts and blurred in parts ( ) 
blurred ( )? 
Did you feel as though you were touching anything ( ) tasting anything ( ) 
smelling anything ( ) hearing anything ( )? 
Did you feel you were taking part in this . story? Yes ( ) No ( ) 
Are the pictures you now see the pictures you first saw? ' Yes ( ) No ( ) 
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Procedure In Giving the Check List 
To give the test the total group of thirty-eight was divided into 
two groups of nineteen. The author worked with each group. The pro-
cedure of or ientation that was used in obtaining the check list informa-
tion was also used with the children who were to use the list. Once the 
children were familiar with the subject of imagery and rapport had been 
established the testing began. 
The first set of mimeographed check lists were distributed and dis-
cussed. Explanations were given as to the marking of the list. Special 
attention was given to the explanations of the last six questions. 
The reading or listening to the stories and the marking of the check 
list took place on four consecutive days, working with one story a day. 
Group A read "The Bell of Atri" and "Chubby Learns by Experience". They 
listened to "Bobo Joins the Navy" and "Chincoteague Ponies". For group B 
the order was reversed. 
Scoring Visual Imagery 
To score the tests the author gave one point for each description 
checked and one point for any other characteristic the child wrote. Thus 
the total imagery score was obtained by adding the scores which the child 
received on each person or thing described. 
The following chart shows the number of persons or things described 
and the total number of checks for each story: 
"The Bell of Atri" 
"Bobo Joins the Navy 11 
"Chubby Learns by Experience n 
ITEMS 
10 
12 
8 
CHECKS 
168 
125 
179 
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"Chincoteague Ponies" 5 71 
The range of scores could exceed the total number of checks because 
of the opportunity to write individual descriptions. The number of checks 
and the number of written descriptions gave the person a total imagery 
score. 
To obtain the mean score and he standard deviation the author set up 
frequency tables. Each story had /two sets of scores, one for reading and 
one for listening. Thus a compar~son between the imagery evoked in each 
could be made. The author compared the imagery of each of the stories and 
also of the totaled scores of the four stories. 
The arithmetic mean was obtained by the formula: 
Assumed mean plus the c.i. times Total fd/ N 
The standard deviation was obtained by using the formula: 
2 
c.i. ~ ~ fd N c -
The critical ratio was obtained by using the formula 
C.R. equals difference of the means 
standard error of the difference 
1 McNemar states, "A C.R. of 3.00 has the probability of .003. That 
is, it will occur by chance once in .003 times. A C.R. of 1.5 has the 
probability of .13 which is a low level of significance. Thus a C.R. 
below 1.5 does not mean that there is no difference, it merely indicates 
that the real difference could easily have been zero. 
Scoring Imagery Other Than Visual 
Scoring Clarity and Permanence of Imagery 
To indicate imagery other than visual the examinee checked whatever 
l. Quinn McNemar, :P.sychological Statistics, New York, 
John Wiley and Sons Inc., 1949, p. 66 
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type of imager y he felt that he exper ienced. To indicate clarity of 
lj imagery the child checked the spaces marked "Clear, Clear in parts and 
11 blurred in parts, Blurred" . Permanence and familiarity of the image was 
indicated by a check in the "yes" or "no" space. 
Each story had nineteen children reading or listening to it. Since 
there were four stories and each was r ead or listened to by all groups 
1 ~ there was a total of seventy-six replies for each factor. The percentage 
responding to each factor was based on this total. In order to compare 
the percentages of responses in reading and listening Edgerton's and 
Patterson's "Table of Standard and Probable Errors" was used. 
The formula used to compute the standard error of proportion is 
0'" equals r PO 
., N 
The table gi ves the values of Sigma and Sigma squared in relation to p p 
the percent and the number of cases. The standard error of the difference 
was found by the formula 
o- diff. ~ 
11 Edgerton1 states "By finding the difference of the percents to be 
I 
I 
compared and shmring the ratio of the obtained differences to the standard 
error of the difference we can find the statistical significance. There is I 
no statistical significance if the difference is .smaller than the standard I 
error of the difference". 
I l. Harold Edgerton and Donald Paterson, "Table of Standard Errors and Probable Errors", The University of Minnesota 
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ANALYSIS OF DATA 
Visual Imagery 
The first 4 charts are a comparison of the mean scores for silent 
reading and listening to each story. In all cases nineteen children 
read the story silently and nineteen listened to the story being read 
to them. 
A COMPARISON OF IMAGERY EVOKED BY READING AND LISTENING 
TABLE I "The Bell of Atri" 
-
MEAN S.D. S.E. Diff. M S.E. C.R. M. diff. 
Class A 
Silent 55.370 15.590 3.577 0 5.578 0 
Class B 
Listening 55.370 18.660 4.281 
j 
--
TABLE I, " ~ich compares the mean scores for the story "The ,Bell of 
II shows tl t:Lt there is no difference in the mean scores. Both are 
' 
Atri 
I 
55.3 10. Thus t !here is a C.R. of zero. 
A COMPll ~ISON OF IMAGERY EVOKED BY READING AND LISTENING 
TABLE II "Bobo Joins the Navy" 
.. 
MEAN S.D. S.E. Diff. M. S.E. C.R. 
. -
M. 
_dif_f'_ 
-
Class B 
Silent 58.000 16.740 3.841 14.475 • 4,909 .981 
Class A 
Listening 43~525 13.365 3.o66 
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TABLE II, which compares the mean scores for the story "Bobo Joins 
I 
1 the Navy", shows a C.R. of .981. This is not a significant difference as 
according to McNemar this C.R. shows that the difference could easily have 
been zero. The difference of the means is 14.475. 
A COMPARISON OF IMAGERY EVOKED BY READING AND LISTENING 
TABLE III "Chubby Learns by Experience" 
MEAN S.D. S.E. Diff. M. S.E. C.R. 
M di ff. 
-· 
Class A 
Silent 51.420 20.555 4.716 
Class B --
Listening 58.525 24.010 5.509 7.105 7.251 .979 
L.., 
TABLE III, which compare~:? the mean scores for t b e story "Chubby 
Learns by Experience " , shows a C.R. of .979. This. is not a significant 
difference. The differ ence of the means is 7.105. 
A COMPARISON OF IMAGERY EVOKED BY READING AND LISTENING 
TABLE IV "Chincoteague Ponies " 
I 
' 
' 
MEAN S.D. s.E. Di ff. M. S.E. C.R. 
M. diff. 
Class B 
Silent 26.240 12.020 2 .758 
--
Class A 
Listening 29.575 11.950 I 2.742 3.335 3.901 .854 
- I 
TABLE IV, which compares the means of the stor y, "Chincoteague I 
Ponies", shows a C.R. of .854 which is not significant. The difference of 
the means is 3.335. 
A COMPARISON OF IMAGERY EVOKED BY READING AND LISTENING 
TABLE V Total 
.MEAN S.D. S.E. Diff. M. S.E. C.R • 
M. dif'f 
Silent 95.785 32.065 4.603 4.365 7.173 .608 
Listening 91.420 38.330 5.502 
TABLE V is a comparison of the total reading and listening means. 
' The scores of the seventy-six children who silently read each story are 
compared to the seventy-six children who listened to each story. 
One variable has been omitted in t his comparison because the two 
groups consist of the same children, thus the chance that one group might 
have higher imager y than the other is eliminated. 
Because four different tests are compared the scores ranged from 
five to one hundred and eleven. The author feels that this huge range 
of scores accounts for the large standard deviations (32.065 - 38.330). 
The difference of the means is 4.365 and the C.R. is .608. This C.R. is 
not statistically significant. 
TABLES I to V show that there doesn't appear to be any significant 
difference in imager y when reading silently or listening to a story. 
Imagery Other than Visual 
TABLE VI is a compar ison of imagery other than visual. It is set up 
to show the number who responded to each type of imagery, the percent who 
-
... 
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·I responded, the difference of the percents, and the standard error of the 
I difference. 
TABLE VI A COMPARISON OF IMAGERY OTHER THAN VISUAL 
EVOKED BY SILENT READING VERSUS LISTENING 
No. 1o dif~. . <Jof diff. 
of 
-Touch s 27 35.5 .13 .077 
l 26 34.2 
Taste s 6 7.6 .12 .038 
l 5 6.5 
Smell s 18 23.2 .5 .065 
l '14 18.2 
) 
-
Hear s 62 82 .77 .066 
l 58 74.3 
-
Take ' s 37 47.4 .65 .079 
Part l 32 41 
·' 
At all times the percent of imagery occurring while reading 
silently was higher than the percent occurring while listening to a 
story being read. However, the only time there was a significant differ-
ence was in auditory imagery where the difference in percents was larger 
than the standard error of the difference. 
From this information one can also find the number of times each 
type of imagery occurred and compute the percentage of its frequency. 
The following table vras based on the total scores of the silent reading , 
and listening tests. The percentage was computed by using the total of 
one hundred and fifty-two cases. 
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TABLE VII FREQUENCY OF IMAGERY 
Type No. of Times Percent 
Hearing 120 78.9 
Taking Part 69 45.3 
Touch 53 35.5 
Smell 32 21 
Taste ·~ · ~ . -,,.j 11 7.2 · .~· 
Auditory imagery occurred most frequently, with kinaesthetic imagery 
coming second. It should be noted that there was over a thirty percent 
difference in these percents. Tactile and olfactory imagery came third 
and were ten points apart. Gustatory imagery was last with only 7 percent 
experiencing this type. 
Clarity of Imagery 
.( 
TABLE VIII was a comparison of the number and percent who "saw" 
pictures as clear, clear in parts and blurred in parts, and blurred. The 
table is set up in the same manner as TABLE VI. 
TABLE VIII A COMPARISON OF CLARITY OF IMAGERY 
WHEN READING SILENTLY AND LISTENING TO A STORY 
" 
. % No. diff. CT of diff. 
of % 
Clear s 24 31.5 
1 37 48.6 .171 .084 
Cl ear in par ts s 39 51.3 .o66 .080 
blurred in parts 1 34 44.7 
~ 
Blurred s 13 17.1 .106 .050 
1 
" 
5 6.6 
. . 
Since the difference of percents were larger than the standard 
error of the differences there was a significant difference for "seeing" 
pictures as clear when listening to a story and for seeing pictures as 
blurred while reading a story silently. This means that more subjects 
tend to "see" clear pictures while listening to a story and blurred 
pictures while reading a story silently. There was no significant dif-
ference for seeing pictures as "clear in parts and blurred in parts 11 when 
reading silently or listening to a story. 
1 Permanency of Imagery 
Table IX compares the permanency of imagery while reading silently 
and listening to a story. 
COMPARISON OF THE PERMANENCY OF IMAGERY 
WHEN READING SILENTLY AND LISTENING TO A STORY 
Permanent picture s 
1 
No. % 
40 
40 
52.6 . 
52.6 
Since the number and percent of those whole pictures remained the 
same when reading silently and listening to a story were identical the 
difference of the percents and the standard error of the difference was 
not computed. The table shows that the method of reading does not effect 
the permanency of the image. 
Familiarity of Imagery 
TABLE X compares the familiarity of the pictures "seen" while reading 
silently and listening to a story. The table was set up in the same 
manner as TABLES VI and VIII. 
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TABLE X A COMPARISON OF THE FAMILIARITY OF THE IMAGES 
WHEN READING SILENTLY AND LISTENING TO A STORY 
No. % diff. (J"· of diff • 
of 1o 
Familiar pictures s 20 39.4 
1 33 43.4 .040 .079 
The number here means the number of those whose pictures were familiar , 
to them. Since the standard error of the difference is larger than the 
difference of percents there is no statistically s:i"gnificant difference 
for the familiarity of pictures while reading silently or listening to a 
story. 
SUMMARY 
In the fifteen comparisons made only three showed any significant 
differences. They were the following: 
1. Higher auditory imagery in silent reading than 
in listening. 
2. More clear pictures while listening than while 
reading silently. 
3. More blurred pictures while reading silently 
than while listening. 
The author feels that auditory imagery and clarity are indicative 
of good imagery when these scores are high. However, in these tests one 
scor e favors silent reading and the other favors listening. If both high 
scores had appeared on one set of tests one could conclude that that test 
(reading or listening) evoked better imagery. Since this is not so, one 
can conclude that the two significant scores cancel out one another. 
The only conclusion one can draw from the tests is that there is no 
statistical difference · in imagery when reading silently or when listening 
to a story. 
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After the statistical analysis of the imagery scores had been com-
l
l pleted the author read each check list carefully. The main objective of 
this plan was to see what inconsistencies might occur in the individual's 
II scoring of the list. No statistical analysis has been done on this 
information as the author felt that while she might regard the following 
II 
,, 
as inconsistent the subject might actually have experienced the items 
checked. 
These inconsistencies were by no means the majority rule. However, 
since they did exist in a number of the tests the author felt they should 
be mentioned. 
Scoring was done by counting the number of checks a person had on his 
list. Thus, those who marked conflicting information were given credit 
for both checks. The author felt that in many cases only one of the 
checks was a valid report of what the subject experienced. This con-~~ elusion led the author to doubt the validity of the check list as a means 
I of testing imagery. She felt that these errors were due to the child's desire to please the teacher by putting in many checks, by lack of under-
standing on how to mark the list, or by carelessness when marking the 
list. 
The author felt the first explanation was the least appropriate due 
to the careful explanation given at the beginning of the test period. The 
remarkable lack of fill-in answers also serves to support this belief. If 
the child wanted to please the teacher then he would put in many checks as 
well as write in answers. This lack also seems to substantiate the fact 
that the subjects did not take the test with a great deal of care. It 
II 
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seems that if care, thought, and time were given when marking the list 
then the majority of the subjects would have written in some information. 
Only about ten of the seventy-six did this. 
The author contributes this failure to either a lack in the method 
of presentation or the immaturity of the children. She feels that they 
are probably too young to successfully take this type of test. 
In the following examples, each one is taken from the information 
the person checked on the item. Samples of inconsistencies occurring in 
"The Bell of Atri" are as follows: 
l. King 
crown-
shoes-
robe-
gold - silver 
red shoes - black boots 
red - black 
2. Rope 
long - too short for children to reach 
3. Mise,r 
brown clothes - grey shirt 
shabby clothes - fine clothes 
black hair - brown hair 
brown shabby clothes - blue trousers, gold trim 
It is difficult for the author to understand how the king could be 
seen wearing two different types of shoes or for the miser to be seen 
wearing both fine and shabby clothes. 
Sample errors from "Bobo Joins the Navy" are as follows: 
1. Bobo 
fur- fluffy - smooth 
shaggy - smooth 
2. What the ship was doing 
moving in harbor - unloading supplies 
in port - in a tunnel 
moving - docked 
in a cove - in a harbor 
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The harbor 
a village - a city 
4. The shore 
grass - snow 
Due to the fact that the ship was present in several scenes of the 
story it is somewhat understandable that the children could "see" it 
doing two different things. However, the author doesn't understand how 
the bear's fur could be both shaggy and smooth or how grass and snow 
could appear on the same shore. 
The examples from "Chubby Learns by Experience" are as follows: 
l. Principal 
a man - black skirt - red skirt 
a man - blue suit - black skirt 
a man -blue suit - black skirt 
2. Little girl 
yellow dress - white blouse 
green dress - white skirt 
3. Kitchen 
- white skirt 
green walls - blue walls - brown cabinets 
brown cabinets - blue kitchen 
In the case of the principal while many checked that he was a man -
several also checked that "he was wearing a skirt". The little girl was 
also checked as wearing two different articles of clothing. This type 
of marking makes the author feel certain that little thought was given 
by the testee. While some of the colors checked for the kitchen make 
garrish combinations it is conceivable that the child did "see" them. 
The author doubts this as blue and brown are only one of the many colors 
possible and one of the few mentioned on the test. It seems that be-
cause these were the colors available to be checked, these were what the 
children saw. Few wrote in other combinations. 
II 
I 
I· 
I 
II 
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Examples from "Chincoteague Ponies" are as follows: 
l. The island 
forest - swamp 
pines - swamp 
colored birds - snow - swamp 
colored birds - snow 
2. People 
fishing outfits - cowboy suits 
well dre~sed - old clothes 
The author fails to understand the connection between colored birds 
and snow. She doesn't feel that both would appear in the same picture. 
She is also puzzled by the fact that the men appear in conflicting 
clothing. Since most of the check lists have these types of errors on 
them the author doubts that the check list is the most valid measure of 
imagery. 
In many cases there was a trend to "see" objects as the opposite 
of or different .than the stories' description of them. In "The Bell of 
Atri" the bell was often checked as being gold although the story describes11 
it as silver. In "Chubby Learns by Experience" the principal was de-
scribed as a man, yet many checked him to be a woman and others seemed 
doubtful of the gender as they checked him as a woman wearing a skirt. 
In this story the cat was also checked as a dog, and the animal trainer 
as a young boy although good descriptions of the contrary were given. In 
"Chincoteague Ponies" the men were described as wearing cowboy clothes 
and the story said that they were wearing fishing outfits. 
This leads the author to believe that the child's picture is not 
dependent upon the description of the story but is often a product of his 
imagination. 
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CHAPTER IV 
THE FIFTH GRADE SIDUDY 
.. ·' 
II 
~I 
A CO.MPARISCN OF IMAGERY ELICITED BY READING ~·VITH IWlAGERY 
ELICITED BY LISTWING IN THE FIFTH GRADE 
by W~rren J. Chafe 
I. Statement of The Problem 
This study is concerned with the comparison of II 
imagery induced by two kinds of stimuli in fifth-grade children. 
These are imagery produced in the silent reading of a 
selection with imagery produced by listening to a selection 
read orally. In order to compare these two phenomena, it is 
'I necessary to compile significant data in such a way so it will 1 
II 
lend itself to the meaning£ ul comparison desired. It is with 
this compilation of data and the interpretation of it that 
this portion of the study is concerned. 
II. Procedure 
A. The Testing Sample 
The testing sample used for this experiment was 
twenty-four fifth-grade children from a small suburb to the 
west of Boston. These children were all from a middle-class 
economic background. Very few of the parents have educations 
beyond high school and most are in skilled or semi-skilled 
occupations. The community from which they come has a 
relatively stable population with few new additions. Some of 
the children's parents attended the same school and had some 
of the same teachers as the children. The reading level of 
the sample ranges from 3.5 to 10.0 as measured by the 
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~ Metropolitan Achievement Test, Intermediate Battery. The 
average reading achievement for the boys in the sample was 6. 6 I 
and for the girls, 6.1. 
B. Initial Procedure 
In many previous studies of imagery, the procedure 
II 
1 has been to devise tes ts from which scores could be obtained 
in an effort to measure this highly subjective mental pheno-
mena. These scores attempted to express mental images in 
statistical figures which could then be compared with other 
s tatistical figures in an attempt to draw mathematically 
predictable conclusions. These attempts have met with varying 
success and are discus s ed in the chapter concerned with the 
review of the research. 
In this study a s imilar approach to the problem of 
comparing the i mages evoked by reading with those images 
evoked by listening was tried. Test scores measuring the 
imagery evoked by listening and reading of the same material 
was thought to be the most valuable kind of data for examining 1 
and comparing these phenomena. It was decided, therefore, to 
construct a test to measure the two. One of the most success-
ful of the tests used previously to measure imagery was the 
check-list test devised by Singleton.! It was decided that 
1. Carlton M. Singleton, "Imagery: Measurement and Analysis", 
(Unp. Doctor's Dissertation, Boston University, 1954), 
PP • 72-76. 
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this . form was the best approach to the problem of devising a 
meas uring instrument for the testing of imagery in fifth 
grade students for these reasons: 
1. This test would be easy to administer and score; 
2. This type of test would require a minimum of reading 
for those pupils who were poor in reading ability; 
3. The test would require a minimum of effort for the 
subject to take; and 
4. This type of test could provide enough information to 
yield scores for adequate statistical comparison. 
The plan for the testing program was set up as follo s. 
Four passages were to be selected as the image-provoking stimu-
li. Every subject was to read two passages silently and lis-
ten to two passages read by the test administrator. At the 
end of each passage, the subject would take the check-list 
type of test which would in turn convert the image provoked by 
the stimuli to a statistically useful score. The passages and 
check lists would be administered alternately so that half of 
the subjects would have listened to each particular passage 
and half of them would have read the passage. I 
1. Selecting Material. Work on such a test proceede 
with the search through reading material for stories or passagel 
that would be sui table material around which such a check list I 
could be devised. Requirements were set up for the selection 
of these pass ages. These were: 
1. The material should not likely have been read or heard 
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before by members of the group to be tested; 
2. The material be of a level of difficulty so that all 
members of the group be able to read and comprehend it 
eas i ly; 
3. The material lend itself or be of a nature l i kely to 
arous e i mages; and 
4. The selections be not too long to be completed in a 
re asonabl y short time even by slow readers. 
Four pas s ages were selected from a basal readi ng 
series on the basi s of these requirements and copies were typed 
and mimeographed. A repre sentative sample of s ix indi viduals 
from the group to be te s ted we re chos en and pre s ented with 
thes e selections. The material was di vided so that each person 
r ead t wo stori es and heard t wo stories. Six people were us ed 
s o that all combina tions of hearing and li s tening of the four 
individual stor i e s would be tried. In thi s way two people 
he a rd or l i stened to each of the four stories making comparisons 
pos s ible. The v a rious images obtained from this procedure 
would be us ed to cons truct the items of the check-li s t type of 
te s t, the te s t being in turn us ed to measure the images of the 
total group. 
2. Admi nistering Material and Collecting Data. In 
the li s tening portion, the stories were read by the te s t admin-
i s trator to the subject and responses were elicited by question 
ing the subject about the images he experienced. In the readin 
portion, the subject was given the mimeographed selection to 
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read silently and was then questioned about his images in a 
manner like the first. Response s were tape recorded by the 
test administrator. In this manner of individual test adminis-
tration, it was thought that no images or responses requiring 
further attention would be likely to escape the attention of 
the test administrator. 
3. Examination of Data. After administering the 
material to the six s ubjects in the above manner, the results 
were e xamined and compared. The mos t stri king f act about the 
data was its inconsistency. It \rm s noticed that the images 
followed an extremely diverse pattern with a varied range of 
de s cri ption and focal points. Stated facts in the selections 
were dras tically altered. Some things were added; some, 
omitted. When the six images of the same selection were 
compared, they bore little, if any, resemblance to either the 
selection or the other five images. With these facts in mind, 
it was decided that the construction of the check list, which 
rests upon a notion of some consistency of re s ults, from this 
data would be unwise and fallacious. Also to include all 
images would necessi tate a check l ist that would be extremely 
long. In re-examining the procedure for possible error, the 
conclusion was drawn that the selections were probably too long 
This lengthiness might have caused the extremely l arge number 
of images and provoked the radi cally divers e nature of them. 
Also if the original plan were followed, it would re s ult in a 
check l i st that would be extremely long and incongruous due to 
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the fact that entire portions of the story were omitted in the 
images. Also it was noticed in the testing that the subjects 
became restless and were apt to be susceptible to distraction 
during the reading and listening of the four selections. It 
was thought that with the addition of a check list the total 
time to read, listen, and test would be beyond the attention 
span of the fifth-grade child. It was also felt that six 
indi viduals chosen from random did not constitute a valid 
sample to construct a check-list form. The most apparent 
factor in the interviews seemed to be the uniqueness and 
indivi duality of each person's images. To further bear this 
out, three more subjects were tested. With each new subject, 
the theoretical structure of the check list was altered 
drastically. In speculating on these results, the following 
conclusions were drawn: 
1. Each person's images are unique to his experiential 
background and personality; 
2. An attempt to measure these images by a check list 
made up of other people's images would be fallacious 
because no two people's images are ever the same; 
3. Certain image responses of individuals departed from 
or changed the facts of the story so as to render even 
the story an ineffective guide in constructing the check 
list (e.g., a subject who saw a dog in his image, not 
mentioned in the story, departed from the story to describe 
-- _the dog and its actions in deta=i=l=)=;=~=-'=========-~r-
4. The images of some individuals changed throughout the 
story so that the image of the same object at the beginning 
was not the same at the end of the story; and 
5. Some individual's images did not coincide with the 
facts of the story. 
A re-examination of the check-list technique disclosetl 
that provision was included for the addition of any images not I 
suggested by the list. These were write-in items. Due to the 
facts just discussed, it was felt that if write-in items were 
used, the possibility of the check list degenerating into 
merely a written description of images was not remote. Also 
it was thought that the added effort required by the subject 
to write in his image, involving spelling and language diff i-
culties, might provoke him to check a response even though it 
was not representative of his image. With some responses it 
was obvious that a~ check list including only the items in the 
story would be inadequate because of the addition of new 
items not mentioned. (These could not possibly be anticipated 
since each was entirely unique with the individual.) With 
these facts in mind, it was decided to abandon the idea of 
the use of a check list as a measuring instrument, it being 
unsound in theory for use with fifth-grade students. 
C. Final Procedure 
Due to the highly subjective nature of imagery, it 
was thought that any adequate measure would be extremely diffi-
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cult, if not impossible, to devise for this testing population. 
I 
It was then decided to approach the subject in a more intuitive 
manner in order to discover possible relationships which might I 
lend themselves to further research. The taped interviews 
were re-examined with this new goal in mind. Notes were taken 
from the recordings and each interview compared with the others 
to discover if any consistencies existed that might indicate 
significant relationships. 
Two groups of additional interviews were given, 
each having a definite function in the study. The first group 
of interviews were obtained from eleven individuals selected 
at random from the group. This initial group was for explora-
tory purposes and the information gained from the examination 
of these interviews determined the nature of the prompting 
and direction of investigation for the second group of inter-
views. Nine of the individuals in this first group were includj d 
in the twenty-four final interviei~~;- s from which the conclusive I 
portion of the study was drawn. The data for comparing images 
over two periods of time was obtained in this way. The time 
interval between these two groups of interviews was two months 
,,rhich was deemed a sufficient lapse of time to allow a large 
portion of forgetting to take place in those individuals who 
were interviewed twice. 
1. Devising New Image Provoking Material. It was 
also decided that new image provoking material must be obtained. 
Further search through sources failed to disclose any material 
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more s uitable than that p reviously us ed. It was then deci ded 
that this material must be constructed. Cert ain criteria 
which would result in material specifically suited to the 
purpose were set up . The s e were: 
1. Each of the selections would be limited in length 
to approximately 100 words; 
2. In the fou~ selections all types of imagery would 
be p rovided for (visual, auditory, gustatory, kinaesthetic, 
tactile, and olfactory) 
3. Events likely to be included in the student's direct 
experience as well as events not likely to be in the 
student's experience would be included; 
4. Provision for identifying with a protagonist, girl 
and boy, would be included as well as a seiection wi th a 
protagoni s t of no specified sex and a selection wi th no 
protagonist whatever; 
5. Both outdoor and indoor images were provided for as 
well as a mixture of both included in one selection; 
6. Descriptions in the selections were both specific 
and vague; 
7. Provision for completing an action was also i ncluded; 
8. All these selections were to be storylike in nature 
so as to hold the student's interest and attention; and 
9. The vocabulary used was to be familiar to students 
in the fifth grade and easily read by the poorer readers. 
The following are the stories used. 
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Selection A 
The great muddy river twisted through the thick 
jungle. Tall trees with moss and vines hanging from their 
branches leaned far out over the water. Everything was still 
except for the scream of a bright bird or the chatter of 
monkeys now and then in the brush. Gradually from a distance 
a drum could be heard getting louder and louder. From around 
a turn in the river, a long narrow canoe appeared. In the 
canoe were twenty natives dressed in feathers and bright paint. 
A shield and spear were beside each man. Suddenly the canoe 
struck a stmken branch and rolled over. A huge crocodile 
slid quickly into the water, more followed. The canoe and 
men were pulled into the current and disappeared from sight 
around the bend. 
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Selection B 
The blankets felt heavy and warm as joe squeezed 
deeper into the bed. He could feel the cold air of the room 
on his face and hear the hiss the snow made on the glass as 
the wind shook the window. joe had just brushed his teeth, 
and he could still taste the peppermint that the toothpaste 
left in his mouth. A car was going past the house. The 
lights lit up the frosty window, and he could hear the sound 
the chains made in the deep snow outside. He felt happy and 
excited for this was Friday night, and there was no school 
tomorrow. He thought about the next day and how different 
everything looked after a big snowstorm. It was almost like 
living in another world because the snow drifts changed the 
way everything looked. He would go exploring before the snow 
was all full of footprints, and later he would go coasting or 
build a snow house like the Eskimo kind he had read about in 
a book in school. As he listened and thought, he fell asleep 
and the snow grew deeper. 
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Selection C 
The summer afternoon was hot end still. Inside the 
candy store it was cool and shady. The man behind the soda 
fountain took a deep glass from the shelf. He opened the covet: 
of the ice cream chest and reached in with his scoop. Into 
the glass he put a large ball of ice cream. Then from behind 
him he ladled out a brimming spoonful of sauce which he poured 
over the ice cream in the glass. Next the man took a can from 
the che s t, shook it a few times, and squirted whipped cream 
over the s auce and ice cream. From behind the counter he 
took a dish of crushed nuts an d s pooned them over the top of 
the whipped cream. Finally he took a bright red cherry and 
placed it on the very top of the finished dessert. "Here you 
are," he said as he placed it on the counter. 
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Selection D 
After school Mary had gone with some other girls 
to her friend's hous e to help make cookies for the Halloween 
p arty the next day. As she s aid gooa1Jy t to her friend's mother, 
s he noticed that the clock s aid five-thirty and remembered that 
her mother expected her home at five. Walking down the street 
with the other girls, she wish ed she had left earlier. She 
dec i ded to take the short cut through the woods. She said 
goodby to her friends and started down the path. A cold wind 
made the dry grass rustle and sounded lonesome blowing through 
the tree tops. She began to run. It was hard to see through 
the dark shadows made by the trees. For a minute she was 
afraid that she was lost but remembered a familiar stump by 
the path. The running was beginning to make her legs feel 
heavy and tired. A pain was be ginning in her side and her 
chest hurt. She forced herself on and finally saw the porch 
li ght on her hous e through the trees. As she ran up the 
step s and opened the back door, gasping for breath, she felt 
silly to have been fr i ghtened by a place that she lmew so 
well in the daytime. 
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2. Collecting The Data. The individual's reported 
images elicited by these four selections were then examined. 
Two of the selections were read by the subject and two of 
them were listened to by the subject while being read aloud 
to him by the investigator. In this way images elicited by 
reading and listening may be compared. The selections were 
al temated so that half of the subjects read s elections A and 
C and heard selections B and D. The other half of the subjects 
read selections B and D and heard selections A and c. The 
subjects were divided so that approximately the same number of 
both boys and girls were in both groups to negate any sex 
difference which may have been present. Provision was also 
made for poor, middle, and good readers to be included in 
each group. Each selection was either read by the subject or 
read to the subject by the test administrator after which the 
questioning and responses of the subject were recorded on tape. 
This procedure was carried on with each selection and each 
subject. 
The direction of questioning by the investigator 
was governed by questions which arose during the initial group 
of interviews and by questions arising during the course of 
the final series of interviews. At no time was the questioning 
fixed or rigid but was allowed to search out the underlying 
bases for the differences in each individual's images. It is 
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through this intuitive type of search that is not governed by 
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4lt method of this portion of the study is based. The questioning 
does have form, however, and centers around the following focal 
points or areas about which information is desired. These 
areas are: 
1. The presence or lack of consistency in the way an 
image is percei ved; 
2. The relationships of the images to the personal experi 
ence of the subject; 
3. Persistence of an image over a lapse of time; 
4. Differences in images elic i ted by reading and listening; 
I 5. The indivi dual's presence as an active part of the 
image; 
6. Images that differ greatly from the facts of the 
selection; and 
7. The degree of vividness of the image. 
It is from these areas that quest i ons are directed to the 
s ubjects. Throughout the que s tioning, an informal relaxed 
atmosphere was maintai ned and all interviews were given 
indivi dually and in private to reduce the possi bility of 
distraction. The following is the guide used in conducting 
the recorded interviews. 
1. Did you see any pictures? 
a. If so, describe them. 
b. Were they in color or black and white? 
2. Are they places you have seen before? 
a. If so, where are they? 
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D. 
b. If not, are there any parts in the picture that 
you recognize as having seen before? 
3. Are there people in the picture that you have seen 
before? 
a. If so, who are they and where have you seen them? 
b. If not, describe them. Do they remind you of 
anyone? 
c. Where were you in the picture? Were you a part 
of the story? 
4. Could you taste anything, feel anything, smell any-
thing, hear anything? Could you feel as the person 
in the story felt? 
5. What was the weather like (hot, cold)? What time of 
the year was it? 
6. Did this ever really happen before? Have you ever 
experienced something like this? Describe. 
7. Anything else you can add? 
8. Do you generally see pictures when you read or listen 
to stories? Which one more than the other? 
9. Are the pictures things and places that you know about 
or are they things that you just make up? 
10. With what sort of story or material do you see pictures 
the best? 
Analysis of The Data 
The total number of individuals used was twenty-four. 
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The number of interviews was ninety-four, covering the four 
selections. These interviews were administered in the manner 
described in the previous section. Forty-seven interviews 
were of i mages elic i ted by silent readi ng and forty-severt 
were of images elicited by listening to the selection read 
orally. There were thirteen boys and eleven girls in the 
s ample. 
The following are four typical intervi ews to illus-
trate the que s tioning and responses of the individual. One 
intervi ew for each selection is included. Two boy and two 
girl interviews, including one poor reader, two middle readers, 
and one high reader, were used in order to illustrate the 
broadest range of possibilities. These are included as typica 
examples of all of the interviews used in this study 
data was taken. 
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Selection A, Silent Reading, Male Subject, Reading Ach. 4.5 
Image 
I can see the vines and the moss like hanging from 
the trees and then the monkeys chattering and a bright red 
bird all colors, and then like a norrow river going around 
and round, and then around the bend of the river comes a long 
narrow canoe with about 20 natives in it, and they have bright 
pink feathers and everything all over them and spears in one 
hand, a bright pink shield in the other hand. Then they are 
going around a current, and then it gets thicker and thicker, 
and then you can hear drums beating, getting closer and closer, 
and then the canoe tips over, and the natives fall all out, 
and then they tip over in the current, and the crocodile runs 
into t he water and followed it. And some went dovm with the 
current. 
Questions 
1. Where were you when this was all going on? I was home. 
2. Ha.ve you ever seen this before? Yes, on television. 
3. Was thi s in color? Yes, we have a color television. 
4. What color was the water? Like a muddy color. 
5. What did the canoe look like? It had like a skull on the 
front and one on the back, and it was painted all colors. 
6. What did the natives look like? They had paint all over 
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their faces, and they had some kind of feathered skirts. 
7. Anything else? No. 
Selection B, Listening, Male Subject, Reading ~ch. 5.7 
Image 
It started out he was laying in his bed. It was a 
single be d and he was laying in a room all by himself, and it 
was snowing out, and it was quite cold in the room. The heat 
wasn't working that day. And he was looking out the window. 
He could hear the chains of a car going by. He could sort of 
feel the snow piling up outside, and he was thinking about 
that today was Friday night and he wouldn't have to go to 
school tomorrow, and he was thin~ing what he was going to do 
tomorrow when there was no school and so he was thinking he 
might go exploring and he would go before anybody h~s a chance 
to go into the snow and make footprints, and then he might go 
coasting, build a snow hut, and then finally he fell asleep 
after he was thinking this for a long time. 
Questions 
1. Could you see what this boy looked like? Well, he had red 
hair with kind of bluish green eyes. He had blue blankets 
on his bed with a sheet. You know, a sheet that goes on 
top of him. His pajamas were white with like little 
dinosaurs on them, and he was all under his covers except 
for his head and his arms. His pillows were just made of 
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feathers--they '\llreren't foam rubber or anything. 
2. Do you know who this boy was or do you remember seeing 
him before? Never seen him before. Just made him up. 
3. But you could see him? Yes. 
4. Anything else you can think of? Well, he had a desk beside . 
his bed, I think, and it was a big gray desk with about 
five drawers, and it had a typewriter in one of the drawers 
which was open. It had paper on top of it with a pen set 
and a little lamp light. 
5. Have you ever seen this desk before? Yes. It looks like 
one I saw in a store. 
6. 
7. 
Have you ever seen the room before? No. 
Have you ever seen the place where he went coasting the 
next day? Well, I sort of imagined it. When I go sliding 
do'Wil a hill by my house, it seems like that is the place 
but it really isn't. It does look a little bit like that 
hill though. 
8. Does any part of the room look like anything you have seen 
before? Yes, the desk and the two chairs, and the .bed. 
9. Beside the desk which you saw in a store, where have you 
seen these things before? I saw the couple of chairs in 
a trailer that was coming dm'\!Il a street--it had one of the 
parts open. And the bed--my cousin has one just like it, 
and I slept in it the other time I was over his house. 
10. Is there anything else you can add? No. 
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Selection C, Silent Reading, Female Subject, Reading Ach. 5.6 
Image 
There was a long counter. It was like a horseshoe 
counter, and there were not chairs but sort of like stools cov-
ered with red. This man came out with an apron on and with 
one of those ice cream hats that says ice cream soda on the top. 
And then there was sort of like a napkin holder and salt and 
pepper in front of me. And then he went over behind him, and 
there was a silvery glaze on the chest where he scooped a nice 
big vanilla ice cream out of it, and then he put whipped cream 
from a teddish green can on it, and then a cherry which was 
sort of like what you get in a fruit cup. 
Questions 
1. \'/as this for you, or was it for someone else?· Myself. 
2. Have you ever been to this place before? no. 
3. Never even seen it? No. 
4. Could you feel anything--like the temperature? No. 
5. Did you know the man? He looks sort of like the man on 
television that advertises the Newport cigarettes behind 
the counter. 
6. It wasn't, by any chance, that store on television? No. 
7. What kind of ice cream did you say? Vanilla. 
8. Did it have any sauce? Yes, it looked red. 
9. Anything else you can add? No. 
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Selection D, Listening, Female Subject, Reading Ach. 9.5 
Image 
I saw a girl walking home with another girl; and 
when she got to her girl friend's house, she was making cookies 
in the shape of black cats and everything. And then I saw a 
big clock like the one we have in school, and it said five-
thirty. And I saw her running, and she s aid goodby to some 
of her friends, and she cut off to a short cut through the 
woods. There 1vas a cold wind (I could feel that and I could 
hear the rustle of the grass), and then she came to a familiar 
stump that she remembered, and she went into the back yard to 
the back steps in through the back door and into the house. 
Questions 
1. You said that she was running. Did you feel tired or 
anything? No. 
2. Have you ever seen the place where she was going to make 
the cookies before? Yes, that was over at Miriam's house. 
3. Did you recognize any of the places the girl passed on her 
way home? Yes. Well, it was down West Plain Street and 
over Lake Road--there is a field there. She went across 
the field, up Haley Road, over to White Fuller Road, and 
then across the field there. 
4. Do you know who the girl was? Yes, me. 
5. Anything else about it you can add? It was my house I was 
home to. 
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6. Any other feelings? Did you feel nervous like she did? 
A little bit. 
After the interviews were recorded, they were 
examined, and the following categories were extracted as being 
significant for adequate analysis and comparison of the data. 
These categories are as follows: 
1. How images are perceived, which includes the sense 
responses of the individual. These are visual, auditory, 
gustatory, olfactory, tactile, kinaesthetic, and emotional 
responses to the testing material. Also investigated 
were images in each selection that were experienced as 
a single scene and those images that were composed of 
more t h an one scene; 
2. How the image compares with the facts of the 
selection. Those images that coincided closely with the 
facts of the selection were noted as well as images that 
were more complete in their description than in the 
selection. Also any parts of images that were addi tiona! 
to or contradictory to the facts in the selection were 
analyzed; 
3. The third area in the analysis of data is concerned 
with the origin of the image in the experience of the 
individual. The areas examined under this topic were: 
a. the vicarious experience affected in the 
ind i vidual by the selection including whether the 
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individual imagined himself as the protagonist or 
whether he took a minor role in his image of the 
selection; 
b. whether the image he perceived was made up 
in part or in whole of a totally new experience 
never before seen by him; 
c. whether the image he perceived was made up in 
whole or in part of things famili~r to his experi-
ence; or 
d. whether the image perceived was identical to a 
previous experience in which he took part and 
happened precisely as described and imagined by him. 
From these categories, the outline for the compilation of the 
data was drawn and the results extracted. These categories of 
analysis and the following outline were applied equally to the 
image responses elicited from reading the selection s i lently 
and from li s tening to the selection read orally. 
The outline for the compilation of the data is thus 
as follows: 
I. Perception of an image 
A. Sense perceptions in the image 
1. Color 
2. Sound 
3. Taste 
4. Smell 
5. Touch 
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6. Hot 
7. Cold 
8. Muscular feelings 
9. Emotional feelings 
B. Aspects of the image as coherent whole 
1. Sub-images grouped in one imaginary scene 
2. Sub-images grouped in more than one imaginary 
scene 
II. Images compared with the facts of the selections 
A. Images that coincide closely with the facts of 
the selections 
B. Images that differ from the facts of the 
selections 
1. More description or elaboration of the facts 
in the selection 
2. Facts in the image that do not appear in 
the selection 
III. The Origin of the image in the exp e rience of the 
subject 
A. The selection as a source of vicarious experience 
1. The subject as a protagonist in the image 
scene 
2. The subject that takes part in the image 
scene vicariously but not as a protagonist 
3. The subject that has no vicarious experience 
from the selection 
·e 
B. The place of the image in the subject's experiencf 
1. Images that have never before been experiencFd 
2. Images made up of parts known to the subject 
3. Images that are a recall of a previous 
experience of the subject 
IV. A comparison of the images of girl subjects with 
images of boy subjects 
A. Perception of an image 
B. Images compared with the facts of the selections 
c. The origin of the image in the experience of the 
subject 
V. Consistency of imagery in the same person 
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Results 
The material in this section follows the outline 
for the compilation of data expressed in the previous sec-
tion under these five headings: 
A. Perception of an image 
B. Images compared vd th the facts of the selections 
C. The origin of the image in the experience of the 
subject 
D. A comparison of the images of girl subjects with 
images of boy subjects 
E. Consistency of imagery in the same person 
A. Perception of an Image 
1. Sense perceptions in the image. The first area 
to be investigated under this topic was the nature of the 
various s ense perceptions taking part in the imagining 
process of the subject. During the cours e of the interviews 
it vms noted that images were expressed in nine seemingly 
di s tinct sense categories. These are color, sound, taste, 
smell, touch, hot, cold, muscular feelings (e.g., fati gue, 
1 shortness of breath, etc.), and emotional feeling (e.g., 
,, 
I 
nervousness, fright, happiness, etc.). The number of each 
of these responses was compiled and appears in the 
following table. 
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4lt From this table it may be noticed that the most 
prevalent sense expression in the images of the subjects was 
the visual one of color. Smell and touch .had the lowest 
prevalence. It should also be noted that particular selections 
controlled to a great degree . the number of responses of parti~ 1 
cular sense impressions. Also there seems to be a high degree 
of correlation between the responses for reading and listening. 
The discrepancy is greatest in the areas of the sensation of 
cold, muscular feeling, and emotional feeling. 
2. Aspects of the image as a coherent whole. The 
second area to be investigated in the nature of the perception 
of an image was how images \ol.'ere expressed as . a coherent whole. 
It was noticed that the image of each individual was a gestalt 
or whole, made up of many sub-images or parts. The preceding 
paragraph discussed the many sense responses involved in the 
expression of the total image scene as elicited by each selec-
tion. This portion examines the total image elicited by each 
selection to determine if there are more than one complete 
"whole image scenes" in each selection. The data compiled on 
this phase of the problem is repre s ented in the following 
table. 
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Li s tening 
Tot al Respons es 
From Re adi ng 
Total Res pons es 
. . From L1sten1ng 
Total Respons es 
Collecti vely 
I 
I 
i 
! 
One Image 
Scene 
10 
10 
2 
4 
14 
9 
1 
5 
27 
28 
55 
TABLE II 
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More Than I Number 
One Image Tested 
s, I 
.c.en.e._ ---
1 11 
1 12 
I 
·=· 
' 
9 11 
~ 
9 14 I 
f, 
I 
1 16 
I 
f 
1 12 
f 
8 9 
4 9 I 
i I 19 46 I ; 
15 I 43 ! 
34 8 9 
--=--- -----
---
It will be noticed from this table that each particular selec-
tion seems to govern whether the scene is expressed predominant! 
ly as one unit or more than one unit in the subject's imagin-
ation. Over the complete series of four selections, however, 
the preponderance of the im~ge being express ed in one scene 
only is evident. There seems to be little difference between 
the results of reading the selection with the results of 
l i stening to the selection. 
B. Images Comp ared With The Facts of the Selections 
During the cours e of the interviews , it was not i ced 
that some facts in the subject's i mages coincided with facts 
in the select i on and others did not. It was felt that this 
may be an important clue to the ult imate nature of imagery 
and so was investigated. 
1. Images that coincide clos ely with the facts of 
the selection. Many of the images the subjects described 
coincided closely vd th the f act s of the various selections. 
The s e images were noted and the data compiled in Table III. 
2. Images that differ from the facts of the 
selections. There were also many subjects who perceived images 
wi th the f a,cts of the selection elaborated by details not 
mentioned in t he selection. The elaboration of t h e facts took 
the form of the s ubject de s cri b i ng in detail some p articular 
object, person, or event that the select i on caused him to 
imagine. The description usually was concerned mostly with 
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color. These colors were noted, and it was found they appe ar·ed 
in this order of frequency in the descriptions: red, blue, 
yellow, pink, white, green, and brown. Purple, orange, and 
black were not mentioned at all. The colors appeared in cer-
tain combinations, the most frequent of which was red and blue 
with red, blue, and yellow also being mentioned frequently. 
Some of the subjects imagined facts that did not 
appear in the selection at all. Many of these were very detailed 
and vivid to the subject and altered drastically the nature of 
the selection itself. As an example of this one subject after 
reading Selection A imagined himself standing on a s hip anchored 
at the mouth of the Amazon River and saw a canoe full of native~ 
paddling toward the ship. After the canoe struck the branch 
and rolled over, the natives swam to shore, searched the under-
brush, and found another canoe hidden t here in which they 
continued their journey. This example is typical of the many 
varied responses to the selections some of which become so 
divorced from the facts in the original selection as to become 
hardly recognizable. The individuals who .do this tend to 
depart on such fantasies in all of the selections presented to 
them. 
The compilation of the data for the elaboration or 
addi tion of detail to the facts of the selection and the data 
for t h ose images departing drastically or adding facts not in 
the selection also appear in Table III. 
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i i More Des- Facts ~ I De s cribesi cription in the 
I Image 1 or Elabor- Subjects I I 
I 
I Close to ation of Image Not Number : 
the Facts1 the Facts Appearing Tested! ! of the in the in the 
~ Selection Selection Selection 
Responses ~ : - I 
l I From 4 5 3 11 
SELECTia.l' Reading I i 
A Responses - -
From 6 5 5 12 
Listening 
Responses 
From 6 7 7 11 
SELECTIQ\l' Reading 
B Responses 
From 8 7 7 14 
Listening 
Responses : From 10 9 10 16 
SELECTICN Reading I 
c Responses 
From 7 7 8 12 I 
Listening 
- ---
Responses 
I From 6 7 7 9 
SELECTia.l' , Reading ' I 
D Responses I I From 5 6 6 9 
Listening I 
I 
Total Responses II ! , ! 26 28 27 47 From Reading 
f i 
I Total Responses ! 26 I 26 I 26 47 I From Listening ! l I I 
i 
Total Responses I I \ I 52 1 54 53 94 I Collectively ' ,, : 
TABLE III 
The figures in this table seem to indicate that there is little 
difference between the responses from reading and listening, 
-------
-
especially when the selections were compared as a whole and not l 
independently of one another. It also seems to be true that 
the particular selection controls to some extent the deviation 
from the facts. This may be caused by the fact that some 
selections were closer to the subject's realm of experience 
than others. Selection A was farthest removed from the subject's 
experience and Selection B, C, and D were much closer. Selec-
tion C was probably closer than B and D due to the fact that 
no protagonist was mentioned allowing both boys and girls to 
place themselves in the image. The scores on this table seem 
to bear this out with the highest number of departures from 
the selection in Selection C with the lowest number in Selection 
A. The theory behind this is that the subject can easily put 
himself in the image elicited by the selection most familiar 
to his own experience. This image is then controlled by true 
experience and altered by this from the facts of the selection 
per se. 
C. The Origin of the Image in the Experience of the Subject 
The place where the image originates in the experi-
ence of the subject was also invest i gated. During the inter-
views with the subjects, it was found that some images were 
totally new experiences to the subject while others were 
familiar and had been experienced or imagined before. It was 
decided to try to designate these areas of imagining and com-
pare the images elicited by reading with those elicited by 
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1. The s election as a s ource of vicarious experience. 
As suming that the selection stimulated an imagined experience 
in the subject, data was compiled in thes e three areas: 
1. The subject as a protagoni s t in the image scene; 
2 . The s ubject that tru{es part in the image s cene 
vi c~riously but is not a protagonist; and 
3. The subject that has no vi carious exper i ence from the 
selection. 
The s e are concerned wi th whether t h e s ubject imagines hims elf 
as a part of t he illlt ge he experi ences or whether he experiences 
an i mage wi t hout hi ms elf being a part of it. The da t a on this 1 
topic is express ed in Table IV. 
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Takes I Part in : Does 
I The Image, Not Have 
Protag- . Scene iVicarious 
I
. oni s t in 1 But I s !Experience ., 
the Image, Not a Pro.l From the Number 
I Scene i. tagoonist I selection : Te"'ted 
Responses I I From 1 1 7 11 SELECTI<N .. Reading 
A ~esponses 
From I 1 1 9 12 I 
Listening ' 
. 
I SEL~TICN Responses : From 1 3 5 11 . Reading Responses 
From 3 2 6 14 
Listening 
Responses 
From I 3 3 8 16 
SELECTICN Reading I 
c Responses I 
From 1 3 6 12 I 
Listening I 
Responses ! ' From r 2 4 1 9 
SELECTICl'I Reading I 
D Responses 
I From I 1 5 3 9 Listening I I 'I I i 
I I l 
i I Total Respon ses ! 
From Reading 7 11 ! 21 47 i • 
!-Total 
! i 
Responses I l 6 11 i 24 ' 47 ! From Listening I 
i 
. j 
i 
J Total Responses I I ! i I I. 13 22 45 i 94 I 1 Collective! l l y 
TABLE; IV 
This table s eems to indicate that the subjects \vho 
read the selections silently were protagonists about the same 
e number of times as t hose subjects who listened to the selec-
tions. The subjects who read also had vicarious experi ence 
about the same number of times as those who listened. Those 
indivi duals report i ng no vicarious experience were not as 
predominant as subjects who read or listened to the selections. 
2. The place of the image in the subject's experi-
ence. The second area was concerned wi th the place of the 
i mage i n t he e xperience of the subject. This attempts to 
investigate whether the parts making up the whole image s cene 
have ever before been experi enced by the subject. It was 
found i n some image scenes that some parts we re familiar to 
the subject while other parts were totally new. In other 
subjects the whole image scene had never before been experi-
enced. In a few indi victuals the selection caused: a recall of 
a previous experience that happened to the individual. The 
image elicited was, therefore, the recall of this situation. 
The results of this inves tigation are compiled in Tahle v. 
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; I j I j image I~ I 1 Image A Recal 
All 1 Part 1 Made I of A -
Parts o of The l Up of I Former ' 
I Image !Ima ge I Famili a r 1 Experi- ~ umber Are New lis New 1 Parts ence fre s ted 
-
Responses j 6 1 l From 3 2 i 11 
SELECTICN RP"'H~-incr I i I ~ 
I A Respons es I From 3 2 7 0 I 12 
Li s tening I I 
Responses I I 
From 1 5 I 9 1 11 
S.ELECTI CN Readine: I 
B Responses I 
From 4 3 10 0 14 
Listening 
Respons es I 
From 4 3 I 11 3 16 I SELECTICN Reading I c 'Responses I I From 2 2 6 2 12 h 
Lis tening 
I I 
Re spon s es I 
From 1 4 l 8 1 9 
SELECTICN ,Readi ne: I 
I D Respons es I I From 2 5 7 ' 3 9 Lis tening I I· To~al - - - l I ' Re s pons es I ' 9 14 I 34 ! 6 47 l F rom Re ading ; I 
f Total Re s ponses I ~ l I 11 u 12 30 5 I 47 I u l I From Li s tening u j i I ! II ! i II l I 1 Tot a l Respons es u ; u I I 20 ~ 26 64 11 I 94 1 Collectively ~ I !i ! ; 
· " 
TABLE V 
In this t able info rmation in regards to the place of 
the i mage in the sub ject' s e xperience is e xp ressed in re1a.tion-
shi p to ..the. re.adine:. of _a s ele.c±ion ..an.d .:t he oli s..t _ening_ .:to. ~ 
selection. The results seem to indic ate that the silent reading 
of a selection or the listening to the selection have no effect 1 
on whether images occur to the subject as a totally nev.r experi-
ence, whether the image is made up of parts knovvn to the sub-
ject, or whether the image is a recall of a pre'li. ous experience I 
to the subject. The greatest number of images are made up of 
parts kno~m to the subject and the least number of _images are 
composed of a recall of a previous experience. 
D. A Comparison of the Images of Girl Subjects wi th the Images 1l 
of Boy Subjects 
The comparison of the images of boys with the images II 
of girls f ollo·ws the three preceding areas of inves tigation: 
1. Perception of an image; 
2. Images compared with t he facts of the selection; and 
3. The origin of t he image in the exper i ence of t h e 
subject. 
The data was collectively compiled in each of these areas with-
out the breakdown between selections and subtopics within these ! 
areas. Within the total te s ting sample, there was thirteen 
boys and eleven girls. Due to the fact that f i ve indi~duals 
were rete s ted, the total effective number of intervi ews for 
boys were twenty-four that read the selections silently and 
twenty-three that listened to the selectio~ The total number 
of interviews for girls was t wenty-three who read the selections 
silently and twenty-four who heard the selections. The data fo k 
this portion of the study is eA~re ssed in Table VI. 
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I I Number ~N umber of I Reading ! Listening Who Took l~nterviews 
i 1 Interviewd Given 
Percept i on I I 1  R* L* 
of an Boys 66 63 13 : 24 23 I ~ 
Image j"·-G-i~r-l-s+l----6-6----~~: ----6-7----+----l-l-----+~;_. -2-3---r--2-4--T 
-·~-~---+~---i----~--l'c-----+---~--t---i----+ 
Image s Com-1 i i 
pared With -~ Boys 49 1 40 13 1 24 23 I 
Facts of -----~--------~' ---------4-----------+' -----+-----~ 
3 1 I 23 I 24 I Selection i Girls! 39 ~ 9 1 
1 
: _ 
· ··-O-r-~-·g_i_n __ o_f--+-1 ----~.1! --------~~~~ --------4----------ri----~i-----+ Image in I Boys : 46 l 34 13 ! 24 ! 23 
Experience ··-----1-------::-~------+-,----------!..i:-· ---;-i ---+ 
of ~he I Girls! 40 ~ 34 t 11 I 23 1 24 
SubJect ; i !. . I 
TABLE VI 
R* - Reading 
L* - Listening 
From the results expressed in Table VI, it seems 
that there is no great difference between the image respons es 
of boys and girls in the areas of perceiving an image, images 
compared wi th the facts of the selection, and the origin of 
the image in the experience of the subject. There also does 
not seem to be much difference in these areas in the reading 
of the selection and the li s tening to the selection b y girls 
and boys. The closeness of the four s cores to e ach other in 
each category of analysis i s evident and each may be favorably 
compared with the other three. 
E. Consi s tency of Imagery in the Same Person 
Four subjects who were gi ven initial intervi ews were 
given second intervi ev;s t wo months l ater in an effort to compare 
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the consistency of imagery in the same person. It was felt 
that t wo months was a sufficient amount of time to allow a 
maximum amount of forgetting to take place. These four subjects 
were selected to include one low reader, two middle readers, 
and one high reader. There were two boys and two girls used 
so as to negate any sex differences that might have been presen1 • 
All combinations of readi ng the selections ru1d listening to thel 
selections were tried. Each subject was tested on two selec-
tions and, after the two-month interval, was tested again on 
these same hm selections. The results of these i nterviews 
are expressed in Table VII. 
One Image Scene 
I ~ore Than One 
: Image Scene 
I Color 
I Sonnd 
Taste 
I Hot 
t Cold 
De s cri bes Image Close 
To Facts of Selection , x 
More Descri ption Than 
In Selection 
Image Has Facts Not 
In Selection 
Image of All New 
Experi ence X 
'
Image Made Up of Part 
Known to Subject x 
Subject Takes Part In 
11 Image Vica riously 
I 
X 
X X 
X X 
TABLE VII 
X 
R.A. * - Reading 
Achievement 
*R - Reading 
L - Listening 
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X 
X 
In this table, the dat a i s compiled so that con-
si stencies in the two intervi ews given over a period of time 
may be noted. Where these occur, the squares are colored red 
From this, it may be noted that the fewest consistencies 
!occurred in the poorest reade r and the greatest occurred in 
the hi ghe s t reader. The area where the greatest consistencie 
occurred is where the image is perceived as one scene. The 
a reas where consistencies were obs erved occur in this order 
1of frequency: image as percei ved as one scene; subject 
!des cribes image f acts close to the f acts of the selection; 
ji mage is perceived in color; image is percei ved with sound; 
js ubject mentions he a t in image; image has more des cription 
than selection; image has f acts that do not appear in the 
selection; and the image is made up of parts kno~m to the 
subject. In the e i ght selections read, there were thirty-
f i ve respons es, fifteen of which were consistent with another 
' response. In the eight selections listened to, there were 
thi rty-f i ve responses, sixteen of whi ch were consi stent with 
another response. This would seem to indicate that there is 
I 
no gre at difference from re ading a selection and listening 
to a selection in the same individu al when the image was 
tes ted over a time span for consi s tency. 
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IV. Summary and Conclusions 
A. Summary 
The purpose of this study was to investigate the 
nature of imagery and to use some of the findings to compare 1 
the imagery produced by the silent reading of a selection 
with the imagery produced by listening to a selection read 
I orally. 
The construction of a check list to measure imagery 11 
was tried and then abandoned as it was felt that it would be 11 
a false instrument 1o use with this testing population. It 
was then decided to investigate the problem by using the 
individual-interview method. Some of the faults of this 
method were as follows: 
1. The analysis of the images were necessarily subjec-
tive to the interpretation of the investigator; 
2. The direction of investigation is somewhat intuitiv 
3. Some subjects are more verbally fluent in express 
themselves than others. This may give the investigator 
the impression that the image is of a different nature 
than it actually is; 
4. The results are dependent upon the verbal answers 
to the investigator's questions and are subject to all 
the errors of misunderstanding and misinterpretation of 
this method of gaining information. 
Due to these criticisms of the method of investigation, the 
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conclusions arrived at are intended largely for use as direc-
tions for further study and investigation, using more exact 
methods of measurement than were used in this study. 
The areas of imagery that were investigated in 
regards to the effects that reading and listening had on 
them were: 
1. The perception of an image which includes the vari- 11 
ous sense perceptions in the image and images grouped 
in one or more scenes; 
2. Images compared with the facts of the stimulus 
selection. This is concerned with images that coincide 
with the facts of the selection and images which do not 
coincide with the facts of the selection. This includes 
I 
the addition of facts not in the stimulus selection and 1 
more description of facts than in the stimulus selectioJ . 
II 
3. The origin of the image in the experience of the 1 
subject. This involves vicarious ex~ rience and images 
of things familiar to the subject and _things unfamiliar 
to the subject's experience; 
4. A comparison of the images of girl subjects with 
the images of boy subjects. This is concerned with how 
the above aspects of imagery compare in girls and in 
boys; 
s. Consistency of imagery in the same person. This is 
an attempt to compare an i~ge elicited from a stimulus 
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selection with the image elicited from the same stimu-
lus selection, after a two-month interval, in the same 
person. 
B. Conclusions 
The conclusions will follow the same order as the 
topics in the preceding sect i on. 
A. Perception of an ina ge; 
B. Images compared with the facts of the selection; 
c. The origin of the image in the experience of the 
subject; 
D. A comparison of the images of girl subjects wi th 
the images of boy subjects; 
R~ . Consistency of imagery in the same person. 
A. Perceptions of an imge. The results of the 
investigation of the different sense perceptions included 
in the image revealed that: 
1. Each person's images seem to be unique to his 
ex~ riential background and personality; 
2. An attempt to measure images by a check list made 
up of other peop1e's images may be fa11acious because 
no two people's images are ever the same; 
3. There is little difference in the various sense 
perceptions making up the images that were elicited by 
reading and the images elicited by listening; 
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4. The most prevalent sense perception in the images 
was color; 
5. The sense perceptions occurring least were smell 
and touch; 
6. The stimulus selection seems to control the number 
of responses of the particular sense impressions; 
7. The image of each subject seems to be a complete 
meaningful whole, made up of parts or sub-images. At 
times the stimulus selection may cause more ihan one of 11 
these "whole images" to be experienced by the subject; 
8. Most subjects experience only one image "scene" or 
whole per stimulus selection; 
9. There seems to be little, if any, effect of either 
reading the selection or listening to the selection on 
whether subjects experience one image "scene" or more 
than one im age "scene". 
B. Images compared with the facts of the selection 
The analysis of the subject's images when compared with the 
facts of the selection indicated that: 
1. Some facts in the subject's image coincide with the 
facts in the stimulus selection and others do not; 
2. The colors appearing most frequently in the subject s 
images are red, blue, yellow, and pink; 
3. Some subjects• images contain facts not appearing 
in the stimulus selection; 
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4. There is little, if any, difference in the imges 
elicited by reading the selection and listening to the 
selection when examined for the image being close to the 
I 
facts of the selection, when there is more elaboration 
of the facts than in the selection, and when facts 
appear in the image that are not in the selection; 
5. The particular selection controls to some extent 
the deviation from the facts of the selection as ex-
pressed in the image; 
6. The nearer the facts .of the stimulus selection are 
to the subject's experience, the greater the likelihood 
of discrepancy between the facts in his image and the 
facts of the selection. 
C. The origin of the image in the experience of the l 
subject. The investigation as to the place of the image in 
the experience of the subject revealed that: 
1. Some images are totally new experiences to the 
subject; 
2. Some images have been experienced or imagined befor 
by the subject; 
3. Some subjects have vicarious experience from the 
stimulus selections; 
4. Some subjects imagine themselves as the protagonist 
in the image provoked by the stimulus selections; 
5. The subjects who read the selections silently had 
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vicarious experience about the same number of times as 
those who listened to the selections; 
6. The subjects who read the selections silently we+e 
protagonists about the same number of times as those 
who listened to the selections; 
7. In the total im_ ge "scene" some parts can be 
familiar to the subject while other parts C!Ul be tot all~ 
new; 
8. In some subjects the whole image ttscene" can be 
totally new to their experience; 
9. In some subjects the stimulus selection causes an 
image that is a recall of a previous experience; 
10. The silent reading of a sefection or the listening 
of a selection have no effect on whether images occur 
to the subject as a tot ally new experience, whether the 
image is made up of parts k:n.m\111 to the subject, or 
whether the image is a recall of a previous experience 
of the subject; 
11. The greatest number of images are made up of parts 
known to the sub~ ct; 
12. The least number of images are a recall of a previ 
ous experience. 
D. A comparison of the images of girl subjects 
with the images of boy subjects. When the images of girl 
subjects were compared with the images of boy subjects the 
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following conclusions were drawn: 
1. There is no great difference between the image 
responses of boys and girls in the areas of perceiving 
an image, images compared with the facts of the 
selection, and the origin of the image in the experienc 
of the subject; and 
2. There is no great difference in these areas in the 
r e ading of the selection and the listening to the 
selection by girls and boys. 
E. Con s isten cy of imagery in the same person. The 
examination of the consistency of images in the same person 
over a two-month period indicated that: 
1. Fewer cons istencies of images occur in poor readers 
than in good readers; 
2. The greatest number of consistencies occur in the 
area of an alys is; the image is m mposed of one scene; 
3. There is no great difference from reading a selec-
tion and listening to a selection in t he same indi vidu 
when the image was tested over a time span for 
consistency. 
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v. Suggestions for Further Study 
During the course of this study, certain areas of 
imagery were investigated in an attempt to determine the 
effect that reading and listening had on images. The study 
has largely determined that reading the selection silently 
and hearing it read orally have little, if any, effect on 
the way an image is perceived. This should be investigated 
with a more accurate instrument of measure than was used 
here. Also it became apparent to the investigator that 
these areas of imagery might prove useful for later research 
and may even be more adaptable to measuring techniques than 
the subject of imagery taken in its entirety. The areas 
on which additional information could be obtained are listed 
under the various headings of the preceding sections of the 
study. 
A. Perceptions of an Image 
1. Further investigation into the frequency of ~sual, 
auditory, gustatory, olfactory, tactile, kinaesthetic, 
and emotional feelings in images should be undertaken. 
2. Can there be images that comple~ely exclude the 
visual aspect, e.g., with a stimulus such as music? 
3. How does a person that is blind from birth experi-
ence images? 
4. Investigation of the way images are perceived in 
whole units of meaningful experience instead of in 
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unrelated parts. 
B. Images Compared with The Facts of The Selection or 
Stimulus 
1. Why do some images coincide closely with the facts 
of the stimuli and others depart so radically from 
them? 
2. Are there some stimuli that provoke images in 
greater numbers of people than others, e.g., good 
literature, great works of art, etc.? 
3. Do images that depart from the facts of the stimulu 
affect learning of the material by distorting its true 
nature in the mind of the individual? 
4. Could the distortion of reports of events such as 
is found in rumors be caused by imagery that does not 
coincide with the facts? 
5. Are image-evoking ' materials such as novels more 
II popular when they allow the subject to add the facts 
of description or are they more popular when they "tell 
everything" and leave little to the imagination? 
6. Why are some of the facts left out of the image tha 
appear in the stimulus selection? 
onist in a story and vicariously experience the events 
that happen to the protagonist? 
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2. Why do some individuals vicariously experience the 
events of a story while not identifying with any char-
acter? 
3. What is the true nature of images and parts of 
images that are new to the subject's experience? Are 
these images truly 11new" or are they a synthesis of 
portions of experience? 
4 . What is the true nature of images or parts of im 
that are made up of things in the subject's experience? 
Why are the particular things used to make up the ina ge 
the ones selected? What do these things mean to the 
subject? 
5. Why do some stimuli provoke a recall of a previous 
experience of the subject? Does this recall alter the 
facts of the stimulus selection to any great degree? 
Does this recall prevent or hinder the subject from 
learning the facts of the stimulus selection to any 
degree? 
D. The Comparison of The Images of Boy Subjects with The 
Images of Girl Subjects 
1. Are any of the various sense perceptions more 
prevalent in the images of one sex than in the inages 
of the other? 
2. Is there any relationship between the sex of the 
indivi dual and the way images are perceived in units or 
h 
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3. Does one sex depart from the facts of the stimulus 
selection in their image more than the other? 
4. Does one sex identify with theprotagonist of the 
stimulus selection more than the other? Do girls always 
identify with girl protagonists and do boys always 
identify with boy protagonists? Some of the responses 
in the interviews have lead the investigator to believe 
that at times boys will identify with a girl prota~nis 
I 
and girls will identify with a boy protagonist. 
5. Does one sex have vicarious experience more than 
the other sex? 
6. Are the images of one sex composed wholly or in 
part of images totally newt to their experience more 
than those of the nther sex? 
7. Do the images of one sex represent a recall of a 
previous experience more than those of the other sex? 
E. Consistency of Imagery in The Same Person 
1. Do people always experience the same image when 
confronted with the same stimulus material? If not, 
what causes the change? 
2. Do people experience the same image in different 
stimulus materials? The inves tigator believes that 
this is possible in some individuals due to some of the 
responses noted in this study (e.g., one girl experi-
1 
enced an image in the study that was familiar to her 
~~~~==~======== 
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-- from some material that she had previously read else-
where.) 
3. Do high readers consistently have greater consis-
tency in their images than do poor readers? This study 
seems to indicate this fact but more evidence is 
needed. 
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